The end of the world - we are right in the middle of it
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The theme "the End of the World" has always fascinated people, but with the medial
possibilities of modernity, even the wildest scenarios can be impressively illustrated through
books, films and computer animations. After the visit to the cinema or the movie enjoyment
one is visibly relieved: "Thank goodness. It's not that bad in reality!" Well, anywhere in the
world and at some point in time it's probably already happened to people like that. But not
here and now, what luck! And then we are happy, we are still in good shape and we live well.
Psychologically speaking, we can reduce our fears, release them, or even intensify them
imaginatively and continue to spin them, depending on how we deal with them, constructively
or destructively. First the Millennium was frightening us with the impending computer
construction, because the hardware was not prepared for the passage to the next millennium,
then came the Mayan calendar and its announcement of the end of time for 2012. It is
amazing how many end-times visions and prophecies seem to refer to our time, starting with
Nostradamus (Antichrist and the Third World War) over Irrlmaier, a German prophet, who
also saw this third world war, and John from the Bible, who foresaw in his Epiphany of John
the New Jerusalem. There are also numerous, lesser-known and modern prophets lining up.
Hollywood has long since embarked on such a spectacular theme and played through all
scenarios that one can imagine. We were comprehensively 'educated' with the variety of what
can happen. And the television was in line with that, it dealt extensively in series, reports and
films with a possible threat. I clearly remember the film '2012' with an interplay of volcanic
eruptions, earthquakes and tidal waves. Or the German film about a volcanic eruption in the
Eifel (Germany), which affected the region as far as Frankfurt and beyond. The volcano
chamber under the Eifel created with their huge gas bubbles the typical little lakes of the
Eifel. That could happen, that was not unrealistic. The last eruption is only twelve thousand
years back; and that is almost now in the history of the earth. We may be traveling on much
thinner ice than we would like to be aware of.
So far, no major end of the world has come. It has not been that bad. Were these prophecies
then a false alarm of seers and prophets? On the other hand, we can observe and empirically
prove of an increase in catastrophic events and their amplification such as storms, floods and
earthquakes, all with severe consequences. For those affected, that was certainly an end of the
world. Whole parts of our civilization have been destroyed worldwide in no time at all and
many people lost their lives, their health, their homes and their economic existence. These
natural catastrophes are called 'floods of the century' or 'cloudburst' or a ‘flood of
unprecedented magnitude’, or a ‘very strong earthquake or hurricane’ with a mighty,
destructive force. At the same time, our atmosphere is warming up, which will gradually lead
to dramatic climatic changes. All this is not a global end of the world, at least not, as the films
describe it. I still wonder: did we not inevitably set course for it? Are we already in the middle
of it and are we even creating it ourselves? Does the downfall of humanity, as we imagine it,
only take place much, much more slowly, and in different places and at different times? Does
it goes on for decades or centuries?
It may be like in the story of the frog, which is boiled very slowly and therefore remains in the
saucepan and does not jump out of the hot water, because the temperature rises only very
slowly. It's just so cozy in the warmer water! Maybe as a human civilization we are also
cooking very slowly. If the temperature rose too fast, the frog would startle and jump out. The
slow increase in temperature and stress levels makes you sluggish and lazy and idle. Not a
good survival strategy for the frog. And not for us humans, too. What if the end of the world
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would break over us in this lifetime, in one form or another, unless we wake up from this laziness
and fateful devotion, in which we just endure everything, what others decide about us? Can or do
we want to change that? And if so, how?
Personally, I am convinced that all humanity should reflect on their full creative potential and use it
to change course. Otherwise, the world will definitely experience its doomsday. In any case and
scenario, we will lose the self-determined, healthy, natural world. How would we feel if we could
clearly recognize the symptoms of the end of the world? What if, as we are shaken, new powers and
ideas are born in us to meet these challenges? And only then? Would we be afraid of realizing the
whole truth, the whole depth of evil that happens in the world, and pray and do nothing, or on the
contrary would we want to experience the whole truth very quickly and comprehensively and put it
behind us, to happily gain this power of change to wake up in us? Would it not be that we had to
welcome every whistleblower as hero and guardian of the Grail for a positive change? Would not
we then discover more ingenious ideas and methods to cushion or prevent the worst? And make up
for what's humanly possible?
So far humanity is still coping with its problems. We now need the experience and ideas and
dedication of all. Then maybe we have a chance. How would it be if every person who is frightened
out of his inertia because his comfort zone is shaken could at the same time mobilize in himself or
herself ideas and skills of survival that would be a blessing to us all? Maybe we literally need
everyone, just as a car needs every single little screw? And not just the driver behind the wheel. Not
only the Chancellor Merkel (as German), but also you and me.
I believe that only when we realize the full extent of the threat and where we are threatened by the
greatest disaster, we can come together to head for a better future. Our planet is regularly destroyed
and renewed on its surface even without our intervention again and again. Earth can do it all alone.
Entire continental plates dive among each other, with the lower one being melted down. Mountains
continue to unfold, continents rupture. This has not only happened in the history of the earth. It
happens now. Just very, very slowly. Nothing stays as it is. Our settlements are often on a fragile
ground. San Francisco, for example, was built on the Andreas rift, where earthquakes and
divergence of the slabs are certain. When is the final earthquake for this city? Or our settlements are
so close to the coast that they can no longer be held in a storm tide when the sea level rises. On the
North German coast, there are still stories told of how centuries ago some islands sank forever in
the North Sea. They say, you could even see the church towers in the waters. Global warming is
causing global glaciers to melt and therefore rise sea levels. So, it comes again? The seemingly
solid earth crust we live on is always in motion. Driven by the liquid magma below, and by the
rotation of the earth and convection by temperature differences, the firmer floes collide. These
movements raise and lower the ground and cause earthquakes, landslides and volcanic eruptions.
Volcanoes leave fertile soil, sometime thereafter. Therfore people have always settled on the slopes
of active volcanoes and lived with the danger. The plates collide also in the sea, strong seaquakes
are the result. They cause tsunamis, huge tidal waves that roll over coasts and beaches. Through the
media, we are experiencing the consequences almost up close. Where our ancestors could barely
imagine a flood, as it is told in the Bible, we see the horrific events from the perspective of those
affected – through the cell phone cameras. We always assume that the plates that are now
submerged will stay there and only the shorelines will change as the water level increases. But
when mountains can unfold, why should not entire plains rise or fall?
Over the past decades and centuries, we have subjected our earth's crust to many additional artificial
influences. Mining and open pit mining have been around for millennia, but never on this scale. The
oil and gas extraction empties huge bubbles deep in the crust, which also leads to movements. From
underground mining, we know the cracking and collapsing of houses hundreds of feet above it, but
humanity has never produced such cavities on their present scale or filled it with other materials.
With fracking, resource depletion techniques are becoming increasingly aggressive. Do we really
know what is happening in the crust, in the earth we live on? If oil is pumped under the seabed, you
do not have to worry about the collapse of such cavities? Could not human intervention in oil
production trigger a tsunami on our German doorstep - in the North Sea? Our modern civilization
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has smiled at the views of primitive peoples on the exploitation of the earth. Warnings were struck
in the wind, arrogantly people know it always better. People who are still connected to the Earth, in
unison worldwide, believe that the leading metal layers, the crystal deposits and the water veins are
important earth energy meridians that should not be interfered with.
These meridians and energy lines are often called Dragon Lines or Ley Lines. They are energy
channels in the earth's crust that provide the balance that we depend on. They keep the earth calm
and stable. The indigenous (uncivilized, „primitive” considered) people have been imploring us
(their unreasonable younger relatives) for centuries to restore that harmony, or at least not to disturb
it further, for the sake of our very survival.
We in the West are putting our health on the chemistry and the physics, on all that we can do with
money can be earned: physiotherapy, medicines, gyms. Our civilization has developed a tunnel
vision. For a long time, the eastern knowledge of the energy meridians was ridiculed, or the success
of acupuncture was considered a placebo effect, because the meridians could not be scientifically
proven. But more and more people in the West have learned then practically that there must be
something in it and that the Eastern tradition can heal very well. In the human body, too, the energy
runs in invisible paths, the meridians. If the meridians are disturbed, the person becomes ill. If his
energy is lacking in the long run, he will die prematurely. By our body we understand that
meanwhile. But we consider our earth to be a dead piece of matter on which we only happen to
exist by chance. We obviously have a completely wrong picture of the earth. And this very idea
leads us to wrong actions. When our astronomers today search the universe for life on Earth-like
planets and tell us what conditions must be met, we first realize how ideal the current state of our
planet and the constellation in the solar system and the current biotope for human life are, as we
know it. It is not at all self-evident that life develops, on the contrary, life is very fragile! What if the
liveliness we attribute today only to the flora and fauna in our nature is actual a basic feature of the
earth itself? Is not the water cycle comparable to our blood circulation? What if our entire planet
itself is just a giant organism, and not a dead, watery stone ball spinning its rounds in the vastness
of space we're about to see it in our imagination? The global networking of people via the Internet
could even create a structure comparable to the synaptic formation of our nerve cells. Is humanity
just maturing into the conscious brain of this living planet? So, will the earth itself awaken fully
conscious, as we imagine the awakening of the first human? Would we even know about it?
Certainly not in scientific experiments! Or do you know how aware a single one of your cells or an
organ is? A living system will always bring itself into a new equilibrium, that is a characteristic of
liveliness. Consciousness is the other. Please put two and two together: Either we create a new
harmony with our mother planet or it does it in its own way, because every living creature wants to
live. If the earth were a dog, it would shake itself until the fleas fly out of the fur! The meridians of
the human body could not be detected as little as the Ley Lines of the earth, and yet the acupuncture
works. In this sense, we treat the earth for a very long time and ever more with negative
acupuncture in order to disturb and exploit it as much as possible! When the energy cycles in our
body are disturbed, we develop diseases, then what happens to the earth? Are natural catastrophes
perhaps really, as the primitive peoples have always maintained, the disease symptoms of the earth
itself? And could natural disasters increase as we continue to intervene in their self-regulating
cycles? And could a living Earth die?
Our Christian culture has grown on older, 'pagan' cultures that were even more connected to nature.
Of course, the church leaders and their masons (organized in think tanks called 'Free Masons') knew
about the energy channels of the earth, only the ordinary people should not know about. They
should please refrain from all this pagan mischief and instead worship the one God and his powerful
representatives on earth. Cult places and places of power always arose where the Dragon Lines of
the Earth met or crossed each other. Lo and behold: Even churches and cathedrals were built in the
first centuries until the industrial revolution always on such crossing points to strengthen the
tangible power of God. They came off only in the modern age. Today, the development plan of a
city decides where a new church will be built. The knowledge of how to build with the highest
possible effect of noticeable faith got lost. If you like, the monotheistic religions have occupied as
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many crucial acupuncture points (pagan cult places) of the earth to anchor their rule energetically.
And the previous cultures had no more access to power.
Incidentally, it does not matter if you believe in global warming or not. Whether you think it is a
normal variation of the planetary climate or caused by humans or by the different spectrum of the
sun. The Earth has a fever! That's the way you can see it, too. Our Earth needs to get back into
balance, one way or the other. And these fleas in the fur (our civilization) put a strain on her!
Instead of developing into a networked brain, which also consciously re-establishes the harmonious
balance of the entire planet, humanity does not recognize its historical role and everything gets out
of hand. Probably all living organisms have struggled in their evolution for this balance. Who
knows how many species evolutionarily fell by the wayside because their brain cells could not
tolerate their bodies in harmony. Extinction also creates a new balance. Or by a mutation to a better
adapted to the situation organism. Only through this evolutionary pressure new species and new,
natural equilibria and cycles developed, say our scientists. Maybe that is the good thing with the
pressure now.
I am convinced that we will only survive if we succeed in an evolutionary leap from the Stone Age
to the Modern Age. One must know that the human genome changes very fast - all earlier
statements in the textbooks were wrong. Either we leave this change to the profit-driven Monsanto
mindsets and in a few generations become patented infertile human hybrids or we take our change
into our own hands. Taking this change consciously in the hand, that's my approach, and we still
have to talk about it. I think a self-induced mutation from Homo Sapiens Sapiens (modern man) to
the Homo Creativus Pax is not only possible, it is already in full swing. And it is necessary for our
survival.
In this context, self-induced means that every person is free to decide whether or not to choose this
mutation. It is an offer to every human being now to change his consciousness to the imaginary
number space and higher (mathematics). I'll tell you how to do that later. The Homo Creativus Pax,
as I call him, is a human who keeps peace (Pax) under all circumstances and consciously uses his
creative power in harmony with every living being including the Earth to balance and set up
energies this way to change probabilities that rebalance the world (Creativus). Anyone can do that
on the sofa, including you. Everyone can learn that as well, just like the acupuncture. The Homo
Creativus Pax unleashes all his creative potential and thereby keeps peace - and strives for a balance
in synergy in all his actions. Even if you do not think that possible, that does not change the fact that
this Human type already pops up all over the world! No, you will not hear about those in the
mainstream media, I will enlighten you. These people search for a living outside the matrix.
Probably for a long time, the Neanderthals had heard nothing of the Homo Sapiens Sapiens, another
humanoid form that began to infiltrate and invade their habitat. And yet, after all, they have been
completely ousted from these intruders.
Global warming does not just cause the water on the coast to rise, and the available land gets less. It
brings with it another nice surprise: in the permafrost soil of Siberia and in the polar ocean floor
huge amounts of methane gas are stored, and this gas is released into the atmosphere when the soil
is thawing. Each of its molecules has the multiple effects of carbon dioxide and this will definitely
lead to further accelerated, intensified global warming. First large bubbles appear in the soil,
recognizable as round hills, into which one could break in, and after emptying the gas, dents appear
in the surface of the tundra. There is nothing left to change about that. If the ground thaws, the land
passage for humans and animals also becomes dangerous. You can already observe this
phenomenon, just enter the relevant keywords and search the Internet. The mountains of
Scandinavia have risen sharply, as the ice sheet of the last ice age almost completely defrosted - at
least in the summer. Because the weight of the ice no longer weighed on him. That is why
Antarctica will lift as the ice melts at the South Pole. And you really believe that this has no effect
on the crust and if more volcanoes erupt and earthquakes happen, where they collide? Natural
disasters will continue to increase in the future, extreme weather phenomena will accompany the
global warming. And as I just explained, volcanic eruptions, earthquakes, mudslides, landslides and
floods are also related. If the normal movements of the air and the Gulf Stream are additionally
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disturbed, entire areas remain without rain and others are flooded. Drought disasters, hunger, and
thirst will accompany the future humanity.
Forest fires are the result, hurricanes more often will occour and their intensity will increase.
Weather catastrophes of this kind are also arriving at former secure places like Germany in the
meantime. The Earth had experienced such extremes already more often. It is we who rely on a
fragile equilibrium, our earth will definite continue, it is only the question, whether as a dead stone
colossus or as a living and life-bearing cradle of the next evolutionary stage. We are the ones who
are endangered, and unfortunate we are not yet aware of how endangered we are: we are truly in the
middle of the end of the world! But it happens so slowly that the individual flea does not notice that
his dog is dying. Not only many species are already extinct: the earth itself is dying. It is becoming
weaker and weaker.
For years, researchers have been observing that the Earth's magnetic field is getting weaker and
weaker. Oh, you think that does not matter? Dream On! Even our science has already found out that
this leads to orientation problems in the animal world. The changes in the magnetic field not only
make whales strand or take birds off their usual flight routes, they also cause hallucinations in
humans. Astronauts without magnetic field and gravity report disturbances of emotions and balance,
but they also report increased telepathy, intuition, and creativity – and that will also be our chance,
if we make use of it.
A NASA study from 1978 even found a much larger context: the demise of advanced civilizations
always took place at times of increased solar activity! Well, we also know that people tend to
sleepwalk at full moon. Solar winds, solar flares and sunspots always occur in large and small
cycles. This was also known to the Mayas with their exact astronomical knowledge. What they
predicted for 2012 was perhaps nothing else than the very large, medium, and small gears of time at
this point meshing to reinforce rather than weaken or even balance their effects. Of course, we are
still in the middle of this time window. And has not a lot happened yet? So the earth's magnetic field
is weakening. What could that mean? Our scientists expect that, according to their theory, the
Earth's magnetic field would have to weaken before a pole shift, which is almost undisputed in
physics. And pole jumps happen to the earth in regular cycles. Are we about to make a pole shift?
What could be expected then? What would be the consequences for our species and all the other
plants and animals?
A pole shift is even long overdue after the cyclical history of our planet! A scientist recently said
that on state television, not just me. During a pole shift the magnetic field of the earth disappears
completely for a short time, and the north and south poles change places. But that not alone, usually
slips the Earth axis, which staggers slightly anyway, to a new place. Since 1931, geophysicists have
discovered nearly 500 minor shifts of the magnetic North Pole into the northwest. At the next pole
shift it is expected that the North Pole will trade with the South Pole and the poles will shift
significantly at the same time: The South Pole will probably slip into Siberia and the North Pole
into the Pacific east of the southern tip of South America. Oops: Then the north and south poles are
thawing! And it will then take a while until new ice will form at the new poles. More ocean water is
the consequence. If the poles, i.e. the ends of the Earth's axis, jump to another point, it is like
grabbing a ball while turning it. This will change all climates. The equator is at a different place. If
the Earth's axis jumps as expected, we Germans would at least be lucky: we would still be at the
same latitude. But should the Gulf Stream as a giant climate engine change in its direction or fail
altogether, we could assume, despite this situation, that our climate will change drastically. Our
Earth does not have the ideal curve of a ball: due to the rotation, it is flattened at the poles.
Do an experiment: Take a deformable ball and knoll it at the poles. Now change the axis and turn
again: You see, this very flattening former pole areas now cause an unbalance in the rotation. If you
change your tires on your car the mechanic must also remove the unwanted weight and balance
your tires. How will this be for the Earth after a pole shift? Earth itself will balance herself over the
years. The crust will have to find a totally new balance (volcanos, plate movements getting faster,
crushing of plates, down areas go up, other areas go down). While the earth will then balance itself
safely over the years, we can expect that the earth's crust will have to react strongly for a very long
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periode of time. When the axis bounces, so inevitably it comes to volcanic eruptions, tsunamis, and
to all other natural disasters that we know – in magnitude.
Can we survive anyway? As Homo Creativus Pax: Yes. For the Homo Sapiens Sapiens I have only
little hope as you will find out in this book. What makes the magnetic field with us humans? Well, it
protects us from the radiation of the sun, it directs the hostile, electrically charged particles to the
poles, from which then very beautiful northern lights arise when these particles enter the
atmosphere. We have long been aware that the magnetic field itself has an effect on us. If it turns
out completely, we might go crazy. Riots, terror, suicides and other crazy acts could be the result.
When we are no longer protected from the radiation of the sun, that would be comparable to an
ozone hole around the globe. Skin cancer could develop as quickly as allergies. Maybe you could
not stay on the surface of the Earth during the day and have to hide in caves. One would certainly
have to wait until the earth's surface has calmed down and rearranged. Wherever you look, one
thing is for sure: Our life will not continue like this.
The traditions of the natives around the world claim that we have a direct influence on the forces of
nature, and I say so, too. Their religious customs have exactly this experience background. We'll
come to that. We can have a soothing effect on the phenomena of nature or strengthen them. The
increase and drift of natural disasters (such as earthquakes), as we can objectively scientifically
ascertain it worldwide, could be directly related to the way that our civilization exploits Earth.
Regardless of whether we extract ore from open-cast mines or extract oil from the seabed or
fracking, we intervene in ever deeper layers of the earth. Without understanding the context, we do
everything that is technically possible and promises profits. And the earth also strengthens her
reactions; Everything gets more drastic and rocking. The fact that you cannot imagine this
connection has nothing to do with whether it is objective and whether it can be scientifically
proven. The primitive people may have no sat, nav and no cell phone, but a sharper sense of
direction and a sense for Earth. They look back on long periods of cause-and-effect observation in
dealing with nature. These were long-term observations often over centuries that they have
evaluated. For example, they talk to their volcano and love and appease it. It may seem childish to
you, but what if your collective unconscious connects to the inner events of the mountain just in
such a way. With loving their volcano they can anticipate when it will break out, hours before, or
specifically dream what they need to do, to save their village. That is, why they do it! Animals often
sense the danger so early that they can get away to safety. We probably just let that sense go to
sleep. If you can even sense when danger threatens, you will be able to take precautions or flee in
time. It is a good idea for us all to awaken that sense to create a safe passage through the end of the
world. Even if you think that this is pure humbug or the outgrowth of religious delusion, let it be
clear: I have personally experienced it several times that a group meditating outdoors could open
the dense cloud cover over the area by this into a large circular hole in the cloud covering, and the
clear starry sky became visible. We are so stubborn in our civilization that we do not even want to
try it! We cannot imagine it, so we do not try it and do not have any experience with it. We prefer to
think ‘progressively’, stay ‘right’ and let our perception wither away. The Native American trackers
saw much more than the European immigrants, they could read tracks. These people had a long
tradition of living directly with the elements of their environment. Can we even afford not to listen
to them?
When most people think of the end of the world they think of dangers that surprise us from the
cosmos. It could happen from the sky meteors or our own space junk, doing it already an estimated
fifty tons annually. Mostly these bombs burn up in the atmosphere before they hit the ground. We
see them as falling stars. If these projectiles are big enough, then all life on earth can die out.
Almost everything. And that has already happened. Then quite different forms of life than our now
known would crowd in the foreground. Surely it could also develop new intelligent life. Today our
scientists assume that the dinosaurs died out about eighty million years ago by a cosmic catastrophe.
A large meteorite hit Mexico / the Gulf of Mexico with the destructive power of several atomic
bombs on the coast. This impact had a deadly effect on its immediate surroundings. It must also be
assumed that it was immediately followed by a subsequent, huge tidal wave and massive dust
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clouds, such as the outbreak of the super volcano in the Yellowstone Park in the US every now and
then. The outer mantle of the earth was certainly shaken violently, which led to volcanic eruptions
worldwide. As a result, more toxic ash and gas clouds were thrown into the atmosphere, or lava
flows and hot pyroplastic flows came over the country. The dinosaurs in places other than Mexico
did not die out immediately; only their relatives in the immediate danger zones met it immediately
or they perished miserably at the late consequences. Maybe they were just incapacitated and
weakened in their immune system, which is enough in the long run to make a species extinct. The
worst-case scenario of science goes even further. The sea and the rivers of the area probably
cooked, which also killed many animals and plants. The atmosphere became very hot once. Those
who could not crawl underground were burned or caught in poisonous vapors. Then the sun
darkened with the rising clouds of dust and dusk. Temperatures near freezing plummeted over the
earth for several years. The dying, the torturously long death and the long-term consequences as
diseases and dying, hunger and thirst spread around the globe. The up to five-year global winter was
the real shock. It is believed that the big herbivores first disappeared, because the plant world
immediately withered away without sunlight. How long will our houseplants last without sunlight,
if we leave the shutters down? The critters and insects could only move when the sun came through,
they froze fast or at least they became very slow. Maybe they could also do so for five years.
Predatory warmbloods found equally good prey with so many weakened animals. And a big festival
dinner also started, because there are winners in every situation. Presumably, the healthy spring
water was very short, because from above it was raining poison and ashes. The scavengers worked
best for a while, at least when the animal carcasses were not poisoned. When the plants die, so does
the oxygen content of the air falls rapidly! No life as we know it without oxygen. In addition,
imagine poisoning and pestilence alone through all the carcasses lying around. Species that could
hibernate, that shut down their vital functions without them dying, and species that are already
living in caves and underground, or near freezing without plants like our human Eskimos, now had
a great evolutionary advantage. They were best able to survive the years of constant stress with a
chain reaction of problems, and then, when the earth calmed down again, seized the ecological
niches that had been freed by the extinction of the dinosaurs.
The plant world changed too; The surviving plant species also quickly colonized their new open
spaces as soon as the sun came through again. Slowly, a new, different balance of ecological,
interdependence was created. We owe it to this catastrophe alone that the mammals flourish and
thus our existence. Let's keep it clear: what appears retrospectively in the story as a punctual event
dragged on in its global consequences for years and decades. If humans had already lived together
with the dinosaurs, they could possibly have survived as a species in caves, but not without the
different dangers of the situation. The hunger, the cold and the immune deficiency would have led
to a strong decimation of the species. It is enough for the survival of a species that at least so many
individuals survive, that the gene pool can renew itself and stabilize. In the meantime, biologists can
estimate just how big a population must be in order not to risk extinction.
How would this dinosaur catastrophe impact if it occurred to us today? A rat in Europe would just
have to somehow survive the first three to five years, then it's just dark. As a rat, she lives mostly in
the sewers of our cities anyway, so not much changes in her life. Well, she must be careful with the
water that it is not poisoned. A human, on the other hand, loses his entire infrastructure. Today our
civilization is so intricately interwoven and comfortable, we can hardly imagine the individual
effects. Well, our houses are real nice caves, which even with air conditioning can hermetically
shield us from the outside world if the atmosphere has been poisoned. But are we in our homes able
to live near freezing for five years? With an artificial supply of oxygen? Perhaps the event would
only lead to the extinction of humans in the third or fourth generation. That was also not so fast with
the dinosaurs, as it sounds. It may even have taken centuries for the last dinosaurs to die from
spontaneous mutations, sterility, poisons, dust, hunger, thirst and cold.
For some time now, our sun has been heating up, affecting all of its local stellar environment. It's
getting warmer on all her planets, not just on Earth. Did you know that? The sun sends other
frequencies, and we notice that we need a higher sun protection factor. In my childhood and for a
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long time as adults, the sun was yellow in the sky. In children's drawings she was always shown in
yellow. But she seems white today, more than yellow. What if the sun's radiation itself would
change in its composition and intensity? Cannot it be that the radiation frequencies of the sun
determine our climate more than what we believe we ourselves do? What if the sun itself is causing
our current global warming? Maybe our star changes the climate on all planets, how else could the
ice ages and warm periods be explained?
There are also completely different assumptions about our solar environment. Since astronomers
have discovered that a solar system seldom comes alone, and that more often two or more suns form
complex systems, and the orbits of their planets interact, there are also assumptions that our sun also
may have a twin, a second massive celestial body. Scientists call this a binary system. Of course, no
one has ever seen this second sun, but it can still exist. If it is a brown dwarf - they exist in our
universe like sand on the sea - then the twin has a slightly smaller mass than our sun and therefore
could not really get going, ignite and burn brightly. It would then coagulate and emit only heat rays
in infrared frequencies, which we cannot see with our eyes. Or this twin of the sun was shining but
has already died out, even then it could only be perceived in the infrared range, so to speak as a
contrast to the much colder space. For people who deal with this theory, the dark twin of our sun is
called 'Nemesis' (= the destroyer). Nemesis would have to appear red in the sky and would only be
visible if it came very close, otherwise the twin would remain invisible. In the Nemesis Theory this
celestial body should have several planets whose orbits are tilted to the orbits of our sun. Where this
theory comes from, I could not find out. The binary system we would have to imagine as Saturn
next to another Saturn, whose rings are tilted against each other and sometimes touch and penetrate.
Depending on the distance of these two solar systems from each other, their movements would have
to influence and confuse at least the rings, while the two suns rotate around a common center of
gravity. One of these planets, the outer and the largest of the Nemesis System, is called 'Nibiru' in
this theory, and this is referring to the clay tablets of ancient Sumerians. At least, Zacharias Sitchin
has translated a number of clay tablets and written very interesting books about them. Nibiru is said
to be so close to us every five thousand years in orbit that he beats asteroids out of the local cloud,
located far beyond Pluto, and sets them to a new course as comets. Depending on where which
planet is currently in its orbit, when Nibiru comes the closest, it can also lead to further disasters.
Supporters of this theory also assume that the planet Tiamat, which must have been originally
located between Mars and Jupiter, collided with Nibiru or a moon of his. Tiamat fell into two major
parts and many small ones, creating the now asteroid belt between Mars and Jupiter. The larger part
was knocked off the track and placed in an orbit further inside and took the smaller part with it.
Thus, this theory introduces the formation of the Earth and the Moon as the biggest parts of Tiamat
newly located. Instead of Nibiru, the mystery community also speaks of the planet X and of course
we are also expecting it again, the five thousand years are over. As the Maya said: There are gears
of time.
But even without this theory we still have enough dangerous celestial bodies. The largest asteroid,
called Aprophis, which crosses our orbit regularly, has two kilometers in diameter, just like the Dino
asteroid back then. It would have the effect of sixty-five Hiroshima bombs (said on television) and
is expected as a safe flyby on Friday, April 13, 2029. The scientists are so sure that it will not touch,
just fly by. Only seven years later, in 2036, could it be tricky for us, as he flies past quite close. Did
the dinosaur meteorite cause a pole shift? Because for exactly the time of the next flyby
Nostradamus has predicted the pole shift. At least in the source whose interpretation of his verses I
trust most: Dolores Cannon. Unfortunately, Nostradamus is so much unclear, he had to write very
cryptic because of the Inquisition at that time.
In the spiritual circles, there is also much talk of the change of the Schumann frequency. As far as I
understand it is the natural vibration of the earth. And this frequency has more than doubled in the
last thirty years. That causes the feeling as if the time goes by faster now. We have learned at school
that at the level of atoms and below, everything is just the movement of particles or waves. They
dance and swing as tiny particles in the almost empty space. Even the rock does it. At the atomic
level, even the most massive mountain is made up of nothing and a few orbiting particles, as far
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apart as the planets and stars. By the way, our sages have always claimed that: As above, so below.
The atomic and astronomical levels are alike. Can you see? The atoms in turn are made of quarks,
and they are even crazier: they jump into existence and out again, that's what creates this vibration.
At the lowest level of matter known to us today, we swing in and out of existence.
The ancient Indians said when their god Shiva stops dancing, the world ceases to exist. That's what
they meant by that! And vibrations are superimposed like waves in a pond. At the lowest level
known to us, we are just vibration and the earth is, too. Throw two stones at the same time in
different directions into a pond and observe the waves: they overlap, one speaks of interference. So,
when the Schumann frequency doubles, it will of course affect our own circles. "Do not disturb my
circles," said a philosopher in ancient Greece. So what if the whole of the problems we are seeing
around us are already clear signs that we are in the middle of a very slowly but inevitably evolving
global end of the world? With the term 'end of the world' we mostly connect all unavoidable natural
catastrophes, whereby we humans become increasingly the all-decisive risk of our own downfall.
An end of the world sounds so bombastic, it never captures all people, animals, plants, places at the
same moment. After a punctual cause such as an earthquake in the middle of the Pacific Ocean, it
can trigger tsunamis on the Asian coasts hours later and at different times, just as a few years ago at
Christmas, when a quarter of a million people lost their lives. The suffering went on for a long time.
We can theoretically hardly imagine the threat, in which people suddenly found themselves, because
their entire livelihood and infrastructure was destroyed, and it is not unlike a human-caused warfare.
Even wars often drag on for years and run as a wave of destruction over a country. The survivors
are traumatized in both cases, they have to deal with deaths, complications and accidents suffered
and lose not only friends and relatives but their livelihoods. Whole towns and villages are destroyed
along with infrastructure. However, at the time of the Christmas tsunami, it was mainly the coasts
that were affected, while the people in the inner island and the relatives of the tourists at home were
more concerned with helping and emotionally capturing.
Also on the human body, chemical, genetic and technical landslides have long been in motion, we
feasted in pretty much everything that keeps our body upright and healthy, we do not even know if
we want to develop in that direction. Most of us were and are not even asked if we want genetic
intervention or technical spare parts. They are presented to us as a solution only when we are so ill
that we reach for each straw. But these possibilities have been developed long before. And other,
more humane opportunities with no big profits are simply lost to research and development. How
can that be in a democracy that we do not have a say in it? At the moment, we are leaving our
development solely to the profit motive of large multinational corporations and gambling addicts in
the stock market. Imagine if the dinosaurs had our science. How would they have interfered with
their bodies and their development? We are masters of repression. Only when it concerns our
personal life, we notice that there is hardly any health around us, despite all the praised medical
progress! If that's true, what we're told, would not we all have to be perfectly healthy by now? If we
feel bad, we're even talked into it, it is our own fault and our irresponsible way of life. That's how
we feel and then we make a great effort to change things: We buy ourselves free with an improved
consumption of sustainable organic and fairtrade products, and important nutritional supplements or finally book the yoga class. On the other hand, what we personally cannot change is a feeling of
powerlessness: radiation exposure, global warming, air pollution, increasing electrosmog,
radioactive contamination and the lack of natural life force in food, drink and water. These
problems are globale and you can only slightly change that. The media like to deal with causative
factors if they want to mobilize and enlighten us. It can make us feel guilty, which affects our
buying behavior and fitness behavior more. Because in addition to health and nutrition reports can
be placed particularly many ads that finance the sheet. The industry of fitness and food supply and
supplementation needs to be powered.
And the other problems? There is nothing you can do. If you have fun with cigarettes, an
affirmation is even prescribed by law (printed on the pack in Germany), because his smoking may
well lead to his death. Do our politicians have no basic psychological knowledge at all? We modern
humans think we are so incredibly progressive and yet today we are sicker and more prone to
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failure, and more dependent of the whole of civilization than ever before. Occupational disability
and early disability have increased alarmingly, as have the number of cancers, autoimmune diseases
and musculoskeletal disorders. On the other hand, the medical equipment continues to expand,
technically more and more feasible. From artificial knee joints to pacemakers. And what's possible
is also done.
Take CRISP, for example. This is a virus that can now be deliberately used as a pair of scissors to
cut out fragments of our DNA and put them together again. So far, CRISP has only been tested on
experimental animals. Our geneticists now have it in their hands: they could support us in the
mutation to Homo Creativus Pax. But more likely it is that they continue to upset the genes of the
old Homo Sapiens to finally produce the best manipulable human ever in the retort. It's just more
profitable for maximizing profits. And what is profitable is done, right? With Crisp you can target
all genetic information.
In contrast, stem cell research takes early cells (stem cells that have not yet differentiated) and gives
them growth orders. For example, an ear could already be bred on a pig. Or take organ transplants,
they help save lives. It is still controversial when a body is really dead and which personality
changes in the recipient can be expected by the organ donation. There are many indications that not
only an organ is implanted in him, but also part of the personality of the deceased. For example, I
do not want to take on a strange psyche, I have enough to do with myself. Human bodies must
survive, whatever the cost. That is our social strategy. Behind this is the belief that there is only this
one life and that we are just that body, and that our consciousness is only a function of our brain and
completely extinguished when the body dies. Maybe there will be a subsequent heaven for the
faithful. Even though the population is slowly becoming a completely different idea of men, this
belief in perfidious finitude still dominates the thinking of decision-makers. When everything
comes to an end with death, it is important to delay it as long as possible and extend the death
drama as much as possible. That's just logical. And woe, a seriously ill person has no living will!
Then he is artificially ventilated, fed, operated on and examined, until at some point a vital organ
fails.
On the other hand, we change the entry into human life: still younger embryos can be kept alive in
incubators. These immature premature babies are being treated with many complementary
treatments and surgeries, far from the comfort of their mothers, whereas in the past only healthy and
fit infants could make it. What a start in life, even if in the crawling age, a heart surgery is
necessary! A surgery you do not even want to undergo as an adult! For a single life and for the
parents, of course, having this child is wonderful and I would not even exist if my grandmother had
not survived with half a pound weight and without all the technical assistance. But that's exactly
what she later showed traits of: She was a strong and assertive woman. In a non-mature fetus, the
likelihood of disability increases dramatically the more immature it was. Disability may be an
important experience for a single soul and for the people around them. But for more and more
people?
Genetic defects can be corrected directly with CRISP, that is the hope of medicine. The baby is then
pricked. And if the genetics are 'wrong', it can be changed with crisp. A hope for so many parents
with disabled children, you just have to do something. Even more interventions in natural phases of
life become a matter of course, so now our genome itself is already changeable. How far away are
we from the genetic order and the child from the retort? "I would like to have blond and blue eyes!"
We are no longer far from being able to buy this as naturally as the breast enlargement or wrinkle
removal, we have been living with it for years. Every mother actually wants to carry off her child
herself and also wants herself breastfeeding. Expectant mothers have long known the research of
psychology, how important these very emotional experiences are in the mother's womb, during
breastfeeding and during the first years of life, and how crucial they are in developing emotional
and intellectual intelligence and individual resilience. And build family ties so we do not raise a
whole generation of Kasper Hauser (a German boy kept in prison he could only crawl in and in total
linguistic and cultural deprivation. He escaped as an adult and his case was studied a lot in the 18th
century). If something does not go according to plan during pregnancy, the medical progress breaks
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through the mother, the parents, and to their desperation and their fear for the life of the premature
baby then also separation and guilt feelings come. And above all, external determination through
medical processes. If we keep the development going, the designer baby will not be long in coming.
How far will the medicine go? How far will we let it go? Why not breed embryos in the test tube
and save ourselves the pregnancy completely and thus the emotional security in the womb? I feel
that we are very close to the future world, as Aldous Huxley describes it in his science fiction novel
'The Beautiful New World': a sterile, alienated life without human warmth, dependent and more and
more consumed by a cold technique. If this is not the end of the world, then at least the downfall of
a powerful, healthy, resilient, soulful genus: the Homo Sapiens Sapiens. It is his ending by shure.
And then take the end of life for example: Often people in their last period of life still receive a big
amount of radiation and highly harmful chemistry. Their side effect will then sink with their body
into the soil, unless we decide for a cremation. As soon as we get sick, we come into contact with a
diagnosis and get drugs for the symptoms. We have to keep in mind that drugs are just drugs.
Otherwise we should buy them freely in the trade. Above all, it is drugs that suppress pain,
symptoms and consciousness and that keep people unconscious. Instead of proposing life changes
to the patient and accompanying him in order to remedy the cause of the disease, the doctor often
only has paid time for the prescription of chemistry. I do not know who decided at a desk that the
short cut in doctors' time is the quickest and cheapest, he could not have been in my class. That's a
milk girl's bill: Only the hard drugs are so expensive! A life change costs the health insurance
nothing and home remedies also not. The drugs that only suppress symptoms and fight against
diseases are one thing. On the other hand, drugs that enhance awareness and even promote
awareness and concentration, and that could help people change their lives for the better, are banned
even if they are not proven to be addictive. They are not wanted in their effect and are lumped
together with the really harmful drugs. And the third drugs we buy voluntarily as a stimulant:
coffee, tea, chocolate, alcohol, cigarettes and especially sugar. These are drugs that diminish and
dampen our consciousness and make us more accessible to advertising and subtle manipulation.
Drugs with which we put our consciousness away, if we do not like the real world. This includes
movies and computer games. And what they all do is they separate, they separate us from the others
and from real life. We neglect the real human encounters and discussions. They just pretend to be
part of it. Or that we are fine. Just like Facebook just fool us friends.
Significantly, many alternative healers insist that before a session or energetic treatment for a whole
day, no coffee, no real tea, no chocolate and as little sugar as possible, and no alcohol and cigarettes.
Most also insist that the cell phone must be turned off. You wonder why? And is not it the case that
you have to go sober to be taken blood samples? What do all three forms of drugs, the real drugs,
the medical drugs and the stimulants have in common? They are expensive. You can make a lot of
money with them, the more forbidden, the more. Since you should be allowed to ask the question, if
it is all about profit maximization in the economy, maybe there is only the profit interest behind it
(because someone needs a lot of money?) And it is maybe not our safety, if we are prohibited
something. In fact I'm simply sick of state patronage. I just do not believe (anymore) that politicians
who pass the laws, decide more competent than myself. At least I am not always a representative of
the business lobby on the mat, so I have the head free to decide me well. Could it be that so far all
forms of government have just continued to patronize the 'free' citizen with new means 'for our
safety'?
Also, our farewell from life is stretched: another surgery, another chemo, another treatment, every
day counts. It is rarely about a soulful, meaningful farewell in the circle of friends and family and in
the familiar environment that provides security. When you ask the people themselves, it is most
important to them where, and with whom they spend their last days. They do not want to be alone
and subjected to a technique and constraints that they can no longer co-determine. You do not want
to be tormented. If we knew with absolute certainty that our consciousness exists eternally, even
without this body, dying would be as natural as being born, and we could not be so frightened by
the concept that death is all about. Perhaps you trust still on the official medicine and consider it for
no alternative. What is official medicine? You can tell by the fact that it is paid by the health
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insurance companies. Then you probably never realized how hard it was for doctors, healers,
herbalists, and medicine men worldwide if they had found an effective alternative therapy that was
usually very simple and much cheaper or even free. It is honorable that Forster Gamble
(http://thrivemovement.com), a heir of detergent giant Procter and Gamble, has spent his money, his
potential and his manpower to bring together with his wife all these alternative therapies, all the
numbers, methods and names of cures which were pursued and repressed. It is unbelievable how
hard these pioneers were doing their work and how early they usually died under strange
circumstances. At the same time, our health insurance companies complain about their cost
explosion. Because we can not afford to co-pay for old people's homes, in Germany female cheap
workers from poorer European countries are recruited as partners and housekeepers for our old
people. Where people used to take care of all nursing homes (even if they were not defined at that
time), our old people's homes have developed into mere infirmary homes, where it is difficult for
inmates and visitors alike to believe in a positive stabilization and recovery. Our health insurances
are no real health insurance, they are chemical-technological mediators to make money on the sick.
Otherwise, they would directly invest money into research for cheap alternatives and not rely on the
research of profit-driven pharmaceutical giants. Should not our health insurances actually
investigate and collect these cases and not Forster Gamble?
We have so many things just wrongly organized, here's an example: Would five thousand people
decentralized come together with a contribution in the amount of the current health insurance and
contribute it to their own medical center and finance people whose only job would be to keep those
five thousand people - and only them - healthy, how different our experience would be? If all five
thousand are healthy, the medical team would only have one emergency service for accidents
throughout the year and nice office hours with satisfied customers just dropping in for a chat. And
would otherwise dedicate themself to prevention and education. What do you think, how fast we
would all be healthy! After all, the responsible doctors, in consultation with their five thousand
customers, would also be free to decide who they would like to join the team in order to achieve as
many medical successes as possible. They are qualified, why else have they studied for so long and
thoroughly? It's about practical success, period. They can take in shamans and priests in their team,
as long as it helps. That's what I call common sense.
Why does this huge state apparatus with its officials and political bodies have to decide what is
good for us? By whom do they lead their decisions, who provides them with ample information
material? For every pharmaceutical company, it is a must to turn off good influencers for
politicians. Your lobby has to ensure that its profit plans have more impact on our healthcare system
than the needs of us all. Can we do it differently? Do you notice: we do not even ask ourselves that
anymore. We can only imagine health care with a health card and externally determined, with
technique and drugs. Can we imagine that all people are completely healthy? For me, that would be
an aspect of heaven on earth that I would like to create with you!
There are many other factors that physically alter, endanger, and burden us. We have less and less
contact with the invigorating nature. We eat domesticated animals, and fruits, vegetables and crops
are overbred and need intervention such as fertilizers, pesticides or medicines to ripen. And we
ourselves have long been domesticated and over-bred and are as far away from a healthy powerful
wild body as a poodle is away from a free-living wolf. With every illness, we enter chemically into
the physical processes without any inhibitions, using chemicals that have long since been artificially
modeled on the natural drugs of the real world only in the laboratory or that have been completely
redeveloped anyway. There are cheap, artisanal hams and cheeses, and artificial flavorings and
coloring have been added to most preserved products. Gardening, animal husbandry and selfsufficient lifestyle with all that is needed to live on has largely disappeared among the population.
No interest, no knowledge, no experience. You rely on the app, it will be fine, should the situation
get worse. And yes, the problems drag on for years now.
We got so used to the next terrible news that we just shrug our shoulders helplessly. Or we protest
vociferously or clench our fists in our pockets. What can we do? Where can we start? As it seems,
our doomsday is stretched and stretched like a rubber band. At the same time, the bow is spanned
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more and more. At least that gives us scope and hope to handle it better. And if something breaks
down, we repair it immediately and save us again. It seldom happens to us personally: as a
diagnosis with a deadly perspective or as a flood that damages our home so that we are
economically and financially exhausted. Or a storm breaks up our belongings. We in Germany have
seen these pictures more in the news from other continents than within our own country, but
unfortunately, they are more and more often with us. But the real big catastrophes still seem far
away. And we cautiously ignore the creeping ones. This is one of the reasons why we can continue
to live in good spirits as before.
In our society the opinion prevails that our body experiences its peak in health in its mid-thirties.
From then on, it's just downhill with him. More and more discomfort and chronic diseases appear,
all get worse and worse, until our body is in a decay. Well, you could tell me, look around, that's
very often happening! You can observe this course of life everywhere. Yes, that may be, there have
never been so many seriously ill people as today. But if you were to visit a folk of nature, could you
see so many cancers, heart attacks, strokes, autoimmune diseases, allergies, and musculoskeletal
degenerative problems among them? These people know that they need to stay healthy for their
own survival. They maintain the belief that they stay healthy. And once there is time for them, they
die. Our modern notion of a lousy body is based on a belief that we have never checked: that our
body decays entropically, that it gradually falls into a ruin like an uninhabited house goes over or
how a rusting car is always more susceptible to repair. As if he were a sandcastle, which is
destroyed by wind and waves. We believe that because we see it so often in our environment. But it
ist the other way around: We only see it that often because these people believed it. And because we
civilize ourselves and treat us wrongly. And no longer rely on the self-healing powers of our body
and of our civilization. One thing does not work without the other.
I see it differently: our consciousness keeps our body upright, our higher consciousness, also called
the Supersoul. When a body becomes denuded or clearly disintegrates, consciousness has already
halfway left it, it is hanging around somewhere unconsciously. However, it still seeks its way to this
personality to be heard and still to heal the body. Or something else to do. It is popularly known, we
say in German "he is not quite with himself" or "he is just besides himself" meaning that his
consciousness has partly left his body. Our ancestors saw it that way. Because this is exactly how
medial people describe where they see the consciousness of this person: outside, next to, behind or
above. The more a person lives unconsciously and externally controlled, the less awareness he uses
to keep his body healthy. And nobody is an island, we all live with the harmful conditions of our
civilization and can only slightly escape it. We are poisoned, irradiated and grilled by all kinds of
microwaves. That has to change, that's our downfall.
If we let ourselves be separated from nature, that only works if we separate ourselves from our
bodies at the same time, one cannot do without the other. And that's the end of our health and body.
I am glad that I developed a life-threatening allergy at the age of thirty, and it put me on a good new
path early on. The desensitization suggested by my doctor I did not do in those days, because I
wanted to stay sensitive, that seemed like a good thing to me. Imagine that you are the only rat on a
rubbish dump who still realizes that the garbage just stinks into the sky and it is dangerous to live in
it! Her sensitivity could not only save her life, but also everyone else. Does it not make much more
sense for the whole rat population to even be warned by the most sensitive rat and to save
themselves together? Instead, our medical approach allows everyone to continue as symptom-free
as possible and dampens his early-warning system of high sensitivity to a working minimum. We
adapt the people to the garbage heap, the environmental, living and working conditions. Oh well,
then we just can not expect healthy rats! We are in the middle of the end of the world, but it is
taking place so slowly that it mostly stays below the threshold of our conscious perception. Like a
low flyer below the radar, many factors attack us simultaneously and threaten our lives, the
cybernetic balances of nature and the planet itself.
The disturbances of our planet Earth is increasingly caused by our civilization. Is there really
anybody left somewhere who believes that the exploitation of all the resources of our planet, the
prosperity of others at the expense of others, pollution, radioactive contamination and radiation and
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all the other by-products of our civilization, have no impact on our health, nature and society on the
long run? Or are we just repressing what we believe we cannot change? Neither diseases nor wars
just break out. Everything is in preparation long before, either in planning, in producing weapons,
preparations for war and saber-rattling or as a tilted biological milieu in our environment or in our
body. Those who do not listen to their psyche or soul and resolve the internal conflict and heal the
trauma at the same time, cause mental and psychological problems to sink into their bodies, where
they manifest materially and cause disturbances, limitations and illnesses. There is a connection of
illnesses and certain life topics (conflicts). Everyone can find a connection between their physical
symptoms and their emotional theme, at least those who seek and pay attention to it. And in this
way, talk to their body in conversation. Often, we also use medication to suppress unpleasant
symptoms rather than cure. Thus, the topic is neither recognized nor solved as mental conflict.
So what will the soul have to do to be heard? Create the next physical problem! To scream even
louder. In addition, all medications have side effects that permanently harm. Our bodies are
poisoned to an unprecedented extent, irradiated or disturbed with frequencies. So much radiation
may have never been experienced by human bodies! On the world stage, it's the same, everything
has been going on for a long time. Wars and refugee flows are only seemingly inevitable, they are
planned by long hand. An American general, when he retired many years later, went public with a
supervisor showing him shortly after Nine-Eleven a list of seven countries with which the US now
wished to wage war. Although in his view, it was not even clear what had really happened on
September 11th and who was to blame for it, this plan was already in place. Wars serve to destroy
orders and change systems, to redistribute money and property to the war profiteers and new ones to
give rulers a stage. So far that was the case. For all warring parties, a scenario takes its course,
which means the end of the world on a personal, economic and emotional level. Even warring
countries, which do not lead war in their own country, can not completely avoid a concern of the
population. For example, the Vietnam War in the United States led to a very strong politicization
and protest culture of the younger generations worldwide, from which many alternative movements
such as the peace movement emerged. The German youth also protested against the Vietnam War.
In retrospect, it seems to me like a mockery of how the German government officials justified this
war: the freedom of Berlin would be defended in Vietnam. And today? Healthy men and women in
the German army, who are in the prime of their lives, become cannon fodder because we have
recently to defend Germany in the Hindu Kush and in Mali. Our ancestors promised after World
War II that they would never go to war again! Well, you just do not call it that anymore: Now it's
called 'armed peacekeeping'. First only with UN mandate, but now also quite uninhibited without a
mandate. The language is used as a political tool to obscure our view. My opinion is: This must
stop! We have no business in a foreign country! And even more so we should not take sides in a
dispute and hyping one side of the conflict to the good and support and upgrade. We should support
all warring parties only in their peace process, otherwise provide humanitarian aid and keep us out.
I also suspect that these conflicts are not about peace, but about the various self-interests of the
countries and the powerful, demonstrations of power, oil pipelines and gas pipelines and other
resources. Or because we owe our big brother (US) a favor and the little one in the Middle East
(Israel) too, we are obviously still and forever in their debt. Perhaps the Germans and Europeans
have so much debt only because they have not clarified the question of guilt in the past? Because
collective mental conflicts also have a big impact on our actions and experiences. Is guilt moreover
hereditary? Can guilt be collective at all? And if, is it hereditary in the respective race or religion? If
so, are we not the racists when we feel guilty about the slaughter of a Hitler - because we're
Germans? Perhaps we were subtly manipulated with the question of guilt in the past and what we
should learn from it? More than half a century after the Holocaust, I finally wish for debt freedom at
all levels (money, health, psychy), and for all people. A reset for all humankind, a new beginning,
no past, no reticence. That would be the most important thing that comes to my mind to secure
peace worldwide. The inheritance debt prevents peace. And everybody longs for it.
The other conflicts are enough for an end of the world, we should rather stick together, instead of
posing as the thought police of the other and verbally attack us. And to get to know each other
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better, to help and network each other, so that we can survive a crisis for sure. The coping with the
past is of course important, and the healing of the suffered trauma as well, please understand me
correctly. But the claim that this trauma is not curable, is wrong. I have experienced in my own life
that everything is curable. Even my sexual abuse. Indirectly, the basic assumption of the incurability
of trauma aims at inheritance. The Bible mentions that guilt may extend to the seventh generation.
Good, I'm the first post-war generation. So do I ... pass the Hitler crime guilt on my children and
grandchildren and into four more generations? I don‘t want that. I want my descendants to live and
thrive freely.
Well, in the Bible, all the women of today are still guilty, because they have inherited the sin of
Eve! In my other book, 'Give me the apple, Eve!' On the contrary, I have already stated that this
apparent sin was even a stroke of luck. To cope with our past, I recommend a visit to the Jewish
Museum in Berlin obligatory for every school class and even a school trip to Berlin. The Jewish
Museum is impressive and instructive. For example, I've come to realize that so many intellectuals,
thought leaders, and artists were just two things, born into Jewish families and growing up German
in the German language and habitat. Whether they were later firmly anchored in their own religion
or freed themselves from it, played less of a role, even as Christian-born Germans increasingly
stepped out of the church. In the melting pot of the German language and in the divided German
habitat, it came in the longer Past always to very fruitful synergies of all religions and also to very
reasonable, atheistic currents, not only to the said brown broth oft he Nazis. We have learned
painfully that religion should better remain a private matter and that a policy for all can only
succeed in secularization. We should concentrate on that.
The VIPs featured in the Jewish Museum were often rather moderate to abstemious in their
religious practice or even atheists. Famous Jews often came from Germany. In fact, in the Middle
Ages, the entire culture of European Jews in the German cities along the Rhine was renewed and
strengthened. The Torah was also preserved in writing. There were also many Jews who were
baptized (of course, to avoid the constant pressure and danger of persecution, no question). So they
disappeared from the registry as Jews, they even adopted other names - and were Christian Germans
(an alternative to it was not yet available). Meanwhile, every native German in his distant ancestral
gallery should also encounter Jewish fellow citizens. Let's not pretend that there was only this
parallel culture of the Jewish quarter! When Hitler came to power, it was not so easy not to find a
Jew in the ancestors. With this threat, the entire population was pressured and split, not just those
who were actually affected. Up to the grandparents including you had to be pure German, you had
to prove it! A single grandparent Jewish and - oops - waved the Star of David, whether you were an
atheist or visited the church or the synagogue. Separating and ruling are the two sides of the same
medal of a dictatorship. But all people are kept in fear and terror. We should not let us split anymore
or put each other in drawers. We should focus more on the creative interaction and the crossfertilization of cultures in the German-speaking world and in the international world now, the
mixture seems to produce creativity and greatness. And we'll still in need of this.
Imagine a neighbor boy has knocked another one off for example. That could still happen. Now this
guilt remains. No matter how nice he is later and what he has done to make amends, and no matter
how treacherous he may have been lured into this incident, he remains a thug forever. He is and
remains a guilty outsider. If something happens in his environment, he is suspected. When he says
something that does not suit the others, he is immediately silenced with his guilt. We would all
rightfully be outraged! That is no longer our social consensus: to discriminate against people! Even
if a healthy mistrust of course never hurts. People can change and should get a chance, and then it
has to be finished with the past. This is also part of our human dignity. It is inhumane to keep others
in a culpable state.
Nevertheless, at the international level, our allies quickly sway the Nazi policy against our country
and our politicians when Germany falls into disfavor in international public opinion. Debts are
central to the creation of international conflicts. We need to understand it to change that. The
question of guilt is also a psychological connection to debt, private and collective. This is not just a
linguistic connection. If you look closely, debt is a means of disciplining, and debts on the
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international stage, too. Even small children know this feeling of guilt, why can we let ourselves
catch as adults with it? As a teenager, for example, you make your mom feel guilty, because she
forgot to pick you up after training. Now you tell her how difficult and dangerous and tedious your
way home was - and Mama bakes you a cake. Or you can watch TV longer. Is Mama a Nazi, if she
apologizes to you duly and she is really sorry, but then she is neither contrite nor bakes a cake? Or
is she just giving her scion a lesson that she can not be manipulated that way? And then she takes
good care that it does not happen again. And if the scion then starts this story over and over again,
do you think the mother will take better care that it does not happen to her anymore? Or should they
rather build trust in their relationship, move to a whole new agenda, and better shape their future
together?
Our situation today is far more dangerous than it was in the 1930s. It is essential for us to
understand things as thoroughly as possible, so that we can take a different direction. Unfortunately,
a global world dictatorship is feasible for the first time in history and within reach. I myself would
count a dictatorship of global proportions (global Hitler like dictatorship) as the end of my little
world and it would also be the downfall of free humanity. The plans have long been in the drawer,
there they were probably found by one or the other in Hollywood, because they were almost all
filmed already. Or where else would all these film ideas come from? The Democrats back in the
Weimar Republic (German Democracy right before Hitler's seizure of power), of course, felt the
uneasiness and feared for the future. They certainly watched with some concern the strengthening
of the radical forces on the right and left margins of society, but they were unable to change
anything. The plight of the people in the world economic crisis spread a doomsday mood. The
politicians simply could not prevent the galloping inflation with its insane price increases and the
super high unemployment and the many company failures! As a war loser of the first world war
Germany was in the guilt of the winners. It was for all these debts that the country and the
population had to pay as reparations to the victors, which created an incapacity for action of the
democratic politicians. Of course, similarities to today are purely coincidental. And this time around
our country did the same the other way around: our policy of recent years, in league with the
bureaucracy in Brussels, has given the Irish and Greeks a similar situation. Who does not master his
past, loses himself in endless repetitions with ever new roles. Here the victim became the
perpetrator. It is always the same game until we have fully understood it, felt it, and consciously
integrated it into all the spiritual depth. Only then we can play a new game. At any rate, I'm
determined that the old game will end. Hitler promised at the time that he would simply not pay
these reparations. Point. And instead create jobs and ensure a secure economy. For most oft he
people of that time it did not matter that he mainly created the jobs in the armories and in the road
construction, they just wanted to have a reliable order again, no hunger, no need. And as soon as
Hitler was elected, he abolished democracy. That was a coup! He also immediately took on all
political opponents, so they did not even come up with the idea to resist openly. Our democracy
ended overnight. It only took days and Hitler was settled. Hitler was and is not the only person in
history to do this, so you just have to look around. Hitler believed - and many still believe it today in an international Jewish-Zionist conspiracy because he had discovered that the big banks, which
drove the German debt were especially in the hands of rich Jewish family dynasties. And for that he
made all Jews responsible in his confused head, while most of them were living in Germany rather
middle-class or even very poor. But that was still too much wealth. So he took everything from the
Jewish part of the population, their wealth, their health, their livelihood, and finally their lives. With
the property of the persecuted, he financed his organizations and rewarded his faithful followers.
Otherwise, Hitler's persecution of the Jews had no effect on precisely these rich Jewish family
dynasties, on the Jewish bankers, for they all lived out of the country. And it was the international
bankers who profited from the wars. Hitler was concerned only with the division of society into
camps, which he could set against each other in order to better control them. The persecution of the
Jews, if one takes it exactly, was also a form of terror for the entire population. Because at least I'm
sure if I go back far enough, Jewish roots will also be found in my family tree. Just as every
German is probably somehow related to Charlemagne the Great, and every Frenchman too. Hitler
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could have come up with the idea at any time to demand another one or two more thoroughbred
ancestral generations backwards, so he kept everyone in check. World War II made bankers and
certain companies even richer than the first World War. That is not different today. The banks are
owned by the shareholders, so if you buy a share, you own it, too. But most of the stock is still
owned by the same families. Every war makes those people richer, every reconstruction and every
preparation for war.
We should outlaw all three phases of exploitation and enrichment (war preparation, war itself and
debt reconstruction) and prefer to rely on disarming and peaceful technologies that protect us
without harming others. There is no peace through deterrence. Only truces with the guarantee that
the next conflict will come. Why do I recall this scenario so clearly? Well, a third world war would
be our downfall! As soon as one side detonates the atom bomb, a chain reaction of mutual
bombardment with these missiles could create an inferno that would make the Earth uninhabitable
for thousands of years. This danger has existed since Hiroshima and international mutual
provocations do not cease. Politicians secure their power through continued struggle, through wars
and through the secession and persecution of certain sections of the population, in order to keep
everyone in fear. And if there are no countries left to fight for, then you will wage war on terror.
Read Orwell and you know what I mean.
A war on terror has the advantage that it never ends. There is neither winning nor losing. But all
people are psychologically terrorized with it, without exception, all could be the victim of an attack.
Small event, big effect. This incidentally is a very practical and quite cynical war, because it keeps
on creating new comrades, it is never over. Orwell foresaw this form of war in his 1984 book. Is not
that bold that our powerful people even use the same terms as this book? For Orwell, the war on
terror is there to prove to subjects that they need security and surveillance because dangerous
elements are out there sneaking around with evil in mind. The state gives security to its citizens and
fights evil and thus any opposition. All dictatorial measures are taken for his own good. At the same
time, the hero in the novel eventually realizes that these wars are a theater production of his big
brother. The big brother logs from every TV in every room to keep his population under control.
Apparently, Orwell already knew a lot about the intended development of siri and other devices.
With the current possibilities of genetic registration, a new Hitler would not need any passports to
find out whether our blood is Aryan or Jewish or Blue blood pure, by law he could just force every
human to genetic tests, directly. And then he could arbitrarily favor genetic traits. With such a
wealth of power Hitler could have kept his empire for at least the next thousand years. And be
assured, the dictators of the world are also learning from each other. The question is: are we really
insane to trust anyone in politics or business who does not disclose his entire way of thinking and
acting and proves to us that he cannot be manipulated by a lobby or blackmailed? He would have to
be honest and not subordinate to party dictates to earn our trust, would he? But can you trust the
high levels of leadership in politics and the economy at all, if the country maintains secret
intelligence services that play completely different games?
We are no less threatened by the power of the computer. Central computers with artificial
intelligence could control entire civilizations. A computer could be trimmed in a matter of minutes
to see what features are desired in the future, which would even make its selection objectively and
without the annoying compassion of a person. Maybe even at birth: a prick and the child is allowed
to live or die. It's simply unbelievable how much power we already have today. A coup as by Hitler
must be prevented on the world stage! The power of power worries me. No single person or
institution should have that much power. And no computer. This machine certainly not. I did not
make it easy for me, I believe in the good in people. But everywhere I see signs of danger and feel
them. The situation is even more dangerous than it was before Hitler came to power. And globally.
It goes with giant steps towards global dictatorship. But who is behind this development? The elites
of the world power USA, the Zionists, the intelligence services? Follow the water and you will find
the sea. Follow the money and you will find the center of power. Whoever that is, they have a
simple strategy: First the problems are caused indirectly, backwards and by the intelligence
services, then the media representatives and politicians are sworn to who is to blame, and then they
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offer solutions as their next step in the direction of global dictatorship. Resistance is futile.
This has long been a way of describing US foreign policy, which at the same time fools its own
citizens into believing that they have been a democracy from the very outset, but from beginning
presidents were assasinated, when they did not fit a secret elite with their ideas. The domination of
the world by a system of oligarchs with military, economic and monetary means is widely visible,
and for the benefit of no people, either of their own or of the alien.
Ah, caught: I already hear you thinking about me for a while, "you are such a conspiracy theorist,
too!" Well. No, in fact I'm a freedom practitioner. You've just caught yourself preventing yourself
from thinking or researching certain things. You have experienced a shutdown term. Our language
is full of that sort of manipulating devices called „trigger words“. It is very important to understand
that, if we really want to have a happy passage through the end of the world and survive
successfully and have fun. If you want that, do not let any trigger word turn you off. You can find
more truth behind such a word than behind thousands of others. Stay with me and finish this
bookreading. Please.
In the development to a global dictatorship people seem to be powerless. Politicians like our
minister Andrea Nahles measure their success by the number of laws and regulations they have
passed through in their legislature, as if increasing the amount of laws would increase our quality of
life. More laws, more security, more fun. No: more control. Direction: dictatorship.
Everything is further centralized and municipal tasks are privatized, because it is allegedly cheaper.
Less and less money flows to the municipalities, the villages and towns, meanwhile the problems
multiply, which they have to cope with. Private companies and corporations now dominate the
energy, water and food sectors, so they own everything for our basic needs for our survival. We let
companies with profit plans determine where it goes with us people. I would feel more comfortable
if every single person, every company, every village could live and act as self-sufficiently as
possible. It will be necessary to navigate safely through the crisis. We are only at the beginning of
the drive through the rapids.
Another threat that steers us directly into the end of the world and is not recognized or minimized in
its function and effect is the bureaucracy. German author Kafka knew where bureaucracy was
leading us: man himself gets lost between paper and stamp. More and more regulations, laws and
rules are coming faster and faster, and for Germany that means at the same time from Berlin and
Brussels. In the two years as a saleswoman on an internet platform, I was able to experience just
how quickly the laws of internet transactions changed as a result of Brussels' requirements. I was
more concerned with all this bureaucratic stuff than my art or my sale. Finally, I gave up, and that
was probably the ulterior motive of this gagging tactic. What comes under the guise of consumer
protection and other Internet rights is forcing the manpower of a sole proprietorship in the knee and
cost the big companies only extra money that is naturally well spent, if you can keep so small
competitors from the neck. Amazon goes there one more step further, even small businesses are
allowed to market their market segment, but this giant is watching exactly what's going on, and its
bots will find what they're looking for: If the small one has achieved a profitable sales size, the giant
throws covetous looks at this market segment. After all, Amazon could also offer these goods itself.
Suddenly, funds are not paid for weeks, the presence on the platform fails for several days or it is
called another flimsy reason for the shutdown of the competitor. I do not invent that, I have found it
in a report on the television, where these traders themselves had their say and Amazon did not want
to speak.
A development to more and more bureaucracy was also recognizable in the school I worked as a
teacher. Instead of spending time on the needs of the children and not just on conveying the
material, more and more time was devoured by the bureaucratic administration. Documenting the
work with a child consumed more time than the support lessons themselves. The Moloch
bureaucracy preserves itself and continues to grow. Bureaucracy is not good, can you feel it? It
separates people and makes them into texts and numbers and thus lifeless, unhappy and
manipulatable. Such a foreign-determined and dejected person is predestined for distraction and
substitute satisfaction through purchase of consumer goods. I know what I'm talking about. If I am
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not feeling well, I should not let any leaflets over the threshold, otherwise my behavior will be
nonsensical and expensive. The whole advertisement is aimed at immature and externally
determined people. The bureaucracy by the way also.
That we are in the middle of the end of the world, you can also tell by the many refugees. Because,
of course, everyone wants to go away, where he is not feeling well. And move to, where he feels
better. A land of milk and honey will always be an object of desire, and local disasters have set in
motion whole migrations of peoples. We all know from the Bible that even the Israelites, whose
ancestors were still traveling as sheep farmers and nomads, fled Egypt and God promised them
exactly one such land: a land where milk and honey flow. The Canaanites were already living in
that country (but God was not their god), and then these refugees from Egypt came along.
Incidentally, the historians insist that the integration of the Egyptian refugees was peaceful. The
culture of the Canaanites has just disappeared. The populations have mingled for centuries, and the
nomads became sedentary. However, it survived only the Israelite culture and religion. This was
probably seen as proof of the superiority of their God. All efforts of the Canaanites to integrate the
newcomers into their culture or to maintain their own culture in parallel did not appear to be
successful in the long run. The Egyptian refugees simply had more backing and cohesion through
their faith, and in the end, prevailed or ousted the Canaanites from their land and they emigrated.
After all, the whole thing went smoothly, except for the capture of Jericho, only that is historically
evidenced. A peaceful land acquisition is not self-evident. That was at that time a divinely ordered
settlement policy. And their descendants, who re-settled in the same place in the last century, also
operated a divinely ordered settlement policy by slipping further and further into the Palestinian
land? Where is Syria, was not that the land of Judea? However, I will guard against criticizing my
little Big Brother, as a German I am not allowed to say anything about Israel. Because of the
inheritance debt. The same religion also operates with the concept of original sin. The Christians
have just taken over that sin, including Islam. Of course, I am also affected as a woman. At least if I
put on these shoes, so to speak, if I accept for myself the original sin of the women. But I would not
even know how bad I'm supposed to, would we not all have read all these stories? Do not these
concepts themselves carry the seeds of the next tragedy? They also split a society, only this time in
men and women. Some people see such a huge accumulation of contaminated stories that it could
be an advantage to end the world and begin completely new, as a reset of the global civilisation.
One would lose all incriminating stories, all traditions, all prejudices, all the original sins. And all
religions, too. Imagine! (was not that exactly what John Lennon dreamt of?) The end of the world
could be a chance to reset our civilization. A historical reset to the original operating system could
lead to a restart without all these old files. Power elites have certainly played through such scenarios
long ago and are ready to immediately introduce new structures and terminology into the emerging
vacuum, a New World Order, for example. Even if you do not believe in these elites, please believe:
The end of the world would clean up! Or there were only so few people left, that everything is in
decay and we start again at zero and as a hunter-gatherer. Just like after the last flood. All survivors
would then just be human and busy helping each other survive. And a new civilization could be
built consciously, cautiously, slowly and in small decentralized groups. Would not that be a heaven
on earth as well? Do we also have plans or do only the bad guys have their ideas in the drawer?
Refugees have almost completely disappeared from our German public radar, but people are still
dying in the Mediterranean Sea. They come further and partly on adventurous ways to us. We were
almost glad that a dictatorship was resurgent on the Bosphorus (Turkey), and that the flow of
refugees could be stopped before it reached us. All these wars, turmoil and drought catastrophes in
the Middle East and Africa are actually a declaration of bankruptcy of our development aid, the UN
and international politics. What has the West rejoiced over the Arab Spring, but are people really
better off now? If one country after another is destabilized around the Mediterranean, what else is to
be expected than a huge stream of refugees? The Africans always wanted to come, but in the last
century the way was tight. The Arab countries on the Mediterranean simply did not let the African
refugees through. Many refugees explicitly want to go to Germany. Entire societies in distress send
their young men to catch up with the extended family. But above all, so that they themselves can not
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be recruited for the war. Or for the same reason that moved my distant ancestors to emigrate to
America: economic hardship and too many children. The farms could only inherit one, the others
did not herit anything and had no other livelihood. Or the managed land became smaller and
smaller. Jobs were mainly inherited in their own family, from outside it was difficult to enter. Often
only the work as an industrial proletariat in the cities was left - or the emigration remained. The
African countries were repeatedly shaken by disasters and wars, the Sahara Desert continues to
expand. Add to that the fact that the families are too big to live off the land. And the people in the
cities traditionally also get many children, without being able to offer them a life other than in
precarious conditions. They are also looking for their future elsewhere. It is quite absurd that we
hire a bureaucracy to find out if an asylum seeker arrives for economic reasons or as a political
persecutee. Who wants to say that? And why this distinction? We cannot help everyone on earth, the
crowd is just too big!
Other cultures should themselves learn to solve their problems, take good care of themselves in
their own country and live freely and in prosperity. And we should help them in their own country
to get on their feet. This was originally the mission of development aid, before it was contaminated
by loans and economic interests. I always welcome anybody who suits us and wants to live with us
according to our basic rights and self-care. As a civil servant, I gladly took the oath on our
constitution. And I love it! At the same time, I do not care if he has been politically persecuted at
home or is just looking for a better life here. The fact that he has been persecuted could also mean
that he will be more concerned with fighting or immersion in my country, with the support of fellow
resistance fighters from afar and with the demands he must make on our authorities because he is
simply trimmed to 'fight or flight'. Persecution does not turn a refugee into a peaceful person. And I
insist on peace.
Is there any sense in asylum at all, if potentially many billions of people around the world would
prefer to live in a country in which such stable and relatively free conditions prevail and milk and
honey flow - as we do here? Especially if the only real and rather unfair selection criterion is
whether they make it alive across our border! And some compatriots still speak of a 'welcome
culture'. That sounds more like a perfidious, inhumane game - or? The male adolescents among the
refugees from the acute war zones are very different. They are primarily conscientious objectors.
Unfortunately, this does not make them either peace activists or fellow citizens who will
automatically make the Basic Law their livelihood. If I were a mother there, I would also scrap all
my money together to bring my sons to safety! Sure! However, and there you can count on me:
Also, my daughters, indiscriminate! And their daughters? They are apparently less vulnerable, they
are indeed at most raped by the IS, kidnapped and sold. Or killed in attacks. In the age group of
unaccompanied minors, which I was privileged to teach in German in 2016, there was not a single
girl among twenty boys. None of the refugees comes because he likes our culture and our
democracy so much and therefore wants to live with us. Or because he respects our fundamental
rights. He probably had neither the time nor the interest to even deal with it. And why should he
care at all? The boys told me again and again that their goal was: They want to bring the family
together again. So, there are more to come. And then it would go on somehow, they said. I
suggested that they should first learn and practice a profession themselves, and then they could
provide for their families themselves if they came. This idea seemed surprising to them, but the
profession interested them then. By now, they are all on a good inclusive path, as far as I've heard.
And I'm looking forward to it sincerely.
The aggregation and longer accommodation of adult refugees and asylum seekers holds much
additional fuel. Groups that are hostile to each other meet in our reception centers and of course also
continue their previous conflict behavior there. What else? And let's be honest, imagine, you take
from our own culture a representative selection of young men (special school to high school) right
after school and put them at the end of the world, where there are neither their parents and nor their
girls and the social control of their family, and then they have nothing to do. Although they are
materially supplied, they are on the spot, waiting for permits, recognitions and approvals and that it
goes on in their lives. There are only a few local girls, but they are dishonorable. You can tell by
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how they dress and how openly and freely they give themselves to strangers. That's how it is when a
culture is suddenly planted into a completely different one. And as a refugee, you remember that the
tugs told you that the Germans were dying out, the German men could no longer bear children, they
never had more than two children, often only one or none. The German government therefore wants
them to come because of the decline in birth rates and to father many children. You can help! I did
not come up with that, but found it on the internet. And rely on it, they all have a cell phone and
internet! Well, what do you think, what thoughts come as a young man in the pack? Idleness is the
beginning of all vice, says a saying. Especially the young person has to be able to prove himself, he
has to see that his life continues. The thirst for action is great. We are counting on completely wrong
incentives! And of the five thousand refugees who have simply disappeared completely in our
country, there is no question at all. What are they living on? Who hides them? What will they do?
As long as the conditions remain stable with us, that will work, but please imagine the fuel of a
situation when the supply for all fails, Germans and refugees, say, for three days to three weeks.
I'm less worried about the refugees, because they have been training for survival for the last months
and years, they have networked and will find their way. Rather, the peace in the country and the
sheltered, unsuspecting Germans who are no longer used to coping with sudden, unusual situations
and survive in chaos. By the way, with the first wave of refugees an app was available, that could
translate any German text into the Arabic just by making a shot and was meant only for the
translation of Arabic into German, not the other way around. I spotted that by accident, as I
prepared German classes for my Syrian youth. It baffled me a lot. A rogue who thinks evil. You just
hold your phone in front of a sign as if you were photographing the text and the phone will then
show you the Arabic translation of the German words in the picture. I think, it's time for this app to
do the reverse: I also want to be able to hold my phone above any written language and read the
translation! This app was first programmed for the Arabic-speaking area and in terms of the German
language. Who develops such an app exactly in time? And if so, then I want a simultaneous
translator as earplugs, so that I understand again the many foreign languages that are being talked
around me recently, and at least notice when there's talked about me. And above all, what.
Their foreign language deprives these people of social control. And that is actually what gives us
the feeling of security. When I hear a group while they're passing by talking to each other peacefully
and privately, my mental immune system immediately gives the all-clear. Otherwise it keeps me on
alert and that is stressful. The group could also want to attack me. Or plan something together,
which harms me and my fellow citizens. I experience this stress also with motorcycle groups in
leather clothes, no idea why. Even the background noise makes me very crazy. Incidentally, loud
oriental music and heavy metal in public have the same effect on me.
I sometimes jump into the cold water. I mentioned already that I experienced the refugee question
firsthand. I taught twenty male teens in German for three months, then dropped to my knees. I
gladly jumped in for the German lessons, although it was not my subject. But soon my approach
was not good enough for the guys. They just knew better how to teach them. By the end of the
school year, my mission was over. I think everyone involved breathed. Of course, I had these semistrong Syrian and Afghan boys immediately closed in my heart and they actually behaved only like
Germans at this age. After twenty-five years of teaching, often with a high proportion of foreigners
from all countries of origin, I am convinced that we are all just human beings. Nevertheless, one
must be allowed to name developments that do not go so well without being demoted immediately
and flat rate as xenophobic or racist. Where refugees are subject to compulsory education, I see
good chances of integration, at least if they then find a job afterwards: After a few years, they will
know and appreciate our values. And above all, they have many contacts and experiences with
locals to joint parties in the hookah bar. I tend to see problems where people in isolation are waiting
for their fate. Where they get to know the power of the incorruptible German bureaucracy. Or build
parallel societies. We behave in their value range like victims, which can be exploited and tricked.
They quickly learn that they have a claim here or not. And behave just demanding. Who could
blame them? You do not believe me? Why is it always about rescuers, victims and perpetrators?
Because we are also learning collectively what has long been known in peaceful conflict resolution:
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anyone who enters the perpetrator-victim-rescuer triangle has already lost, he is drawn into the
conflict and has the disadvantage. Mediation should definitely avoid the TOR, because who goes
through this TOR will inevitably experience / suffer all three roles as they alternate. A guarantee
that the conflict will continue to spiral up instead of settling. A savior inevitably becomes a victim
or perpetrator, a victim becomes a perpetrator or rescuer, etc.
When a new school year began at our special school for learning and behavior, I could quickly
figure out who the new victims would be and who would irritate the old and the new offenders to
bully them. As a school mediator, we had enough work to do to find a peaceful solution to the
conflict. Do I see the use of mediators and psychologists specializing in war trauma in refugee
homes? No! Training of all concerned, the refugees and the helpers, in non-violent communication?
No. That alone would reassure me: that we immediately insist on learning peaceful conflict
resolution. Because most of the refugees come from an area and from a culture where peace has just
disappeared. And got to know violence in many variants on the way. They will carry their conflict
and their (in)maturity into our society, and also that of their whole, often patriarchal culture, or we
take care of each other by not caring, but by promoting and, above all, demanding, namely, that they
become capable of peaceful conflict resolution and make our Basic Law their livelihood - or go. We
can not take in all the refugees of the world. Perhaps the situation will only prompt us to provide
them in the short term, to bring them into contact with our values thoroughly and to train them in
peaceful conflict resolution, to bring these ideas back into their native culture. That would also be a
variant of development aid. Learning a language is not enough for that, diving into a parallel society
avoids any real confrontation with our values.
For example, decades ago my Turkish lover once told me in good faith that he had brought his wife
from his village and that she should not learn German, otherwise she would be able to read his pay
slip. And he beats her from time to time, so she knows who the Lord is. Not that I would like that.
At that time, I was outraged and tried to (in vain!) transform him. No, insights always come only
voluntarily. That he used his advantage is human. This foolishness is a clever thing to survive or
enjoy, and there are always two persons necessary. And a basic structure that allows that. Do we
always want to wait for the next generation and the one after the next generation, who can then read
the salary slip through compulsory education?
I know these are just a few examples, but each of us only ever experiences individual examples. It's
about being able to put them all on the table for the larger picture, without being equaled and
counted. And then to search for a consensus. And after the bigger picture. First of all it is our
country. Our own future and that of our own children must remain important to us, otherwise we
will trample on our culture. History does not care if there are Germans or not. Or Canaanite. Of the
Celts, we also only know their implements and the remnants of their fleeing castles. For example,
why do all newcomers receive their help as a gift, while our own children have to repay their
BAFÖG (financing system to study as a loan to pay back)? And why is more difficult for our own
high school graduates to access to the medical professions and then we have to supplement the
missing forces from immigrant medical doctors who can only entertain years of talking to dialectspeaking patients. If German is not the language in which you have been socialized,
misunderstandings are inevitable. In jobs where life and death are concerned, I do not want to be
misunderstood. No matter if you have a German course A, B or C, a new citizen can always avoid
cultural touches that would only sensitize him to misunderstandings in the course of time. Much
more likely, until then, is that he continues to accumulate misinterpreted observations and aggravate
prejudice.
For example, my Moroccan intern claimed that I insulted Islam and discriminated against my
students and got excited about it and involved some others in the theater which then continued
under my exclusion in Arabic. But I had made only a flabby remark and took up what my Arab
students had put me over the behavior of a classmate. When he repeatedly had to go to the
bathroom in class and disturbed us, I said, "Are you going to eat and drink again?" Just to show him
that I - like his classmates - have seen through his behavior. Because it was Ramadan. So, I had
extremely offended his religion. I wanted to explain to my intern then vice versa, in how many
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ways and on how many occasions she had actually insulted me, only that I just did not make so
much fuss about it, but then I fell on deaf ears: Apparently only Muslim religion can be insulted. We
should strengthen our self-confidence as Germans and train our new guests especially on our
constitution. Fostering alone is not enough for me. Demanding and placing conditions if they want
something from us would be much more helpful. Why not just give all this help in the form of a
loan to be payed back immediately with the first job? If someone is unable to find a job within three
years and then start repaying, he has to leave our country. He obviously could not integrate. And
that would be my only condition. It is easy to determine whether this condition has been met, a
glance at the account expression is sufficient. For this we would not need a large official apparatus.
We are not the social services of the world! You also have to bring grades at school, you do not just
get the certificate as a present. And cheating does not apply.
What we also overlooked is that in some cultures it is a matter of honor not to tell the truth. I
learned this some decades ago from Yugoslav refugee parents who, as far as their homework was
concerned, preferred to follow the excuses of their son rather than admit that he had not done
homeword repeatedly. Or even that he was not able to understand it! They could not admit that the
son needed tuition, that did not go because of the honor. The father had to save face. I finally
understood that and was at a loss. How he judged me, I may not want to imagine! This will seem
like a trifle to you, but when honor goes beyond honesty, we lose the foundation of our constitution.
The honor then has to kill and forcibly marry. This is not my culture, not at all! Still, I liked the
Yugoslav boy without any homework at the time, it's just my human nature. That's why I still do not
let the dishonest behavior go by. I have insisted on homework, honor or not.
Rather, violence and misogyny are carried directly into our society, and I see in it the danger that we
lose what we value. How tense the mood is still! Anyone who more or less objectively articulates
his belly-wallowing will be unburied. Instead of sitting down at a table and looking together, where
are the blind spots of the other. And she fills with knowledge, wisdom and experience. My own
compatriots are, as I said, the ones who worry me most. And not only because a media-savvy friend
saw our big cities burn in the near future, and Germans there fought against Germans. Where was
the police? In her repeated visions, she did not even see a police involvement, as one would expect!
I also take these things seriously, but we'll come back to that. If a large part of the population does
not feel owned anymore and politics just rules over them, new parties have been formed or dictators
came to power. If it was a major concern of the population, even large, enduring parties emerged,
not splinter groups. The Greens are such an example. Their party founding forced the other parties
to accept environmental policy. They just did not do that before! In this light you have to look at the
AFD as well. They touched a hot iron, which was tabooed by the others. However, it does not
contribute to stability and peace if the political landscape is so polarized and split. And you are
wasting a lot of manpower that could be better used by listening to everyone. People must at least
begin to see that their will is being implemented, and not the will of the US or Deutsche Bank.
When my German neighbor in Berlin told me that her pension was so tight that she somehow had to
starve to pay for the drug, and this same widow then reads that the emergency shelters were less
than needed and one had to resort to the accommodation of refugees to a hotel, then asks such a
person just also, whose country that is now. After all, no German should be worse off than a
foreigner, that would be a wrong world! More laws have not led to more social justice. Greens in
power have not improved the environment, even if they like to believe it. And social democrats
have also failed to uphold social justice unless low-level egalitarianism (HARTZ IV) is socially
equitable. Only the CDU / CSU, you could count on, it has always been like that. Incidentally, I do
not join in the criticism of our Chancellor, because I suspect that she is doing really well. In the
decisive phase we not only had a Chancellor with GDR experience but also a Federal President with
the same background. Both have probably already understood during the Kohl era that they actually
came from the rain in the eaves, and that the West Germans are not really free. And that the former
GDR citizens were of course not really released by the reunification then in the freedom. The rule
of the other superpower is only subtler. It does not blackmail and suppresses so plump and direct. It
maintains the appearance of freedom in which one can sunbathe as long as one does not come too
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close to the Empire. It affects the economy, the multinationals and NATO, and has the most bases
around the world, at least twice as many as any other. It was probably our luck that our Chancellor
Mom was just about holding out and sitting out so well and also experienced
in how to protect one's own interests under a power-hungry giant. Of course, then you look outward
like a puppet. But that's just how it is, and that's the way things are. Perhaps Chancellor Merkel has
done more to prevent or at least postpone the end of the world for us Germans and stretch the time
in which it happens as we will ever experience. On the world stage we have been following one war
scenario after another for years, but there are also more and more terrorist attacks. The war on terror
is, as I said, the only war that never ends. It does not end because no land can be occupied, and no
opponent can be defeated. No victory, no peace agreement. Terrorists can be among us or they are
hiding in the Afghan mountains. Or they came as refugees and disappeared into the underground.
But anyone who has even a little common sense and some idea of psychology, knows with absolute
certainty that this very type of fighting a group or a country by military creates a constantly spurting
source of new terrorists! Most likely among the people whose culture or religion was being
targeted. They are growing! At least the youthful hotheads will always be upset enough, for
example, with a concept of honor and a lot of God or lack of perspective or traumatization through
loss in the family - or simply because they see through the game of the powerful and want to do
something and nothing else occurs to them in their mind. This explosive recipe is perfect, it always
works. So the situation swings up guaranteed. This is a wonderful basis for an eternal escalation of
the conflict on the world stage. A fire that never goes out. Once again, the fight against terror is
terrorizing certain groups of people somewhere outside of their own country (and sometimes in
them) so much that they will be the next generation of terrorists. This eternal war Orwell has
already described, and there it served only the maintenance and expansion of the power of the Big
Brother. Through ever new, 'improved', dictatorial measures, the freedom of each individual is
further restricted, and he takes that only because he is afraid of falling victim to an attack. But when
it comes to the real threat, he should rather not get into any car, because a car accident is much more
probable. And the majority of the world's population, even in the conflict-causing, democratic
countries seems to be powerless. The war on terror continues, it lasts now seventeen years. Since
September 11, the civilian population has been surprised, traumatized and so frightened by attacks
that it agrees with all political decisions taken for its security. But it's the other way around: safety
only comes about by stopping to wage war. Instead, the terrorist attacks are used as democratic
legitimations to carry military retaliatory beatings into sovereign, other countries and interfere in
politics.
When I was on the road as a school mediator and met a brawl among the students, a verbal
confrontation or another escalating situation, I first had to curb the emotional charge of the audience
and stop the cheering, before I could deal with the opponents themselves. When I asked, "What's
up?" And the "You first!" Statement, I could bet that pretty soon the argument came, "He started!"
My standard answer was, "I do not care who started, I just want it to stop." And then I let everyone
speak one by one. And then set up an appointment to search together for a solution, a reparation, a
change in which everyone wins. The mediation itself was then negotiated without spectators and
sympathizers in a separate office and until then, truce had to be respected. If children have
experienced this a few times, even as spectators, they begin to imitate it, because it is so good for
everyone when peace prevails. When everyone is heard with their needs and taken seriously. When
apology and amicable reparations are used instead of punishment and persecution. The students
sometimes volunteered for peaceful conflict resolution as soon as they saw me approaching during
the break.
If we want peace instead of a final end of the world war, we must better understand the connection
between national economy, politics and war. Hitler created jobs and lured the Germans to safety by
commissioning products and infrastructure for his war preparations. This is the fastest possible
business promotion for full employment. When all these things are produced, you have to destroy
them again, for exactly the same reason: further economic development! That is another reason why
we are at least secretly exporting weapons again from our country. If products last too long, there is
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not enough continuous demand for the manufacturer. Only war machines are already being
developed directly for their own destruction. Weapons are for our economy the Perpetuum Mobile,
the ideal product. Today's economy needs demand and profits. I think of only two sectors of the
economy that have never had any problems with it: on the one hand, the defense industry and, on
the other hand, the mobile phone manufacturers. But there are certainly more. Wherever you can
either mislead the state itself, spend more and more money, or encourage people to be up-to-date
with apps and technology, business flourishes. Especially the big deals. You can rely on it: The
military with its strong lobby worldwide looks so greedy for weapons as the younger ones among
us are addicted to the latest technical standards! In the past, you bought devices to use them for as
long as possible. This approach is called 'sustainability' today. Where is it? If the business is running
and profits are made, people get jobs too, so the argument of politics goes to voters. And then our
parliamentarians also introduce the law of switching from light bulbs to energy saving bulbs,
without discussing it with us consumers and leaving it up to our voluntary reason, if and when we
make the change sovereign ourselves. All of this is imposed on us for our own protection, because
we obviously are not mature citizens. We would have been too stupid to give up the light bulb
voluntarily, so it was necessary to have a law that quickly banned it (German law). The arguments
remain hypocritical, because it is obvious that it has created a strong demand for manufacturers.
That's what it was all about: economic development. Most politicians still seem to believe that they
are securing jobs for their constituents and locations and taxes, where they have long since been
ripped off by specialized subsidy hoppers like RyanAir and played off against other locations and
countries. Would they be liable privately and would the millions of managers and bankers also be
liable for the damage they have to account for in national wealth and in health and nature? Would
they also be interested in maximizing profits? Or would they learn very quickly and act responsibly
for the benefit of all, for not having to line up with the retirees living close to the livelihood of the
board? Once sensible changes were pushed through consumer advice and media education, today
they become legal prescribed. Can you feel the difference? Under Hitler, all changes came from
above (and faster!). The elders among us who remembered this way of governing in the Third Reich
have long passed away. And the younger generation of young people probably believe that our
democracy has always been the same and must be the same. No! We Germans once even
successfully defied a census! I know, in times of cybersecurity that sounds harmless, but actually
we were slowly becoming desensitized. There is so much and so quickly coming together that
further restricts our freedom, that we turn away and turn to what we can even influence. After all, I
give up my privacy on my own and publish my data voluntarily by joining the Internet. If I want to
participate in community and business life, I just have to join Facebook. What may not even cause
you stomach ache, is also a form of doomsday for me as a future perspective: if this form of
economic rule turns into a global dictatorship transformed, fewer and fewer people become even
richer and more and more poor. The most dangerous thing about this development, however, is that
workers are no longer needed! Robots replace human resources. The proletariat, called by Marx to a
class struggle, becomes superfluous or even poorer. Finally, until very few people have the money
for the technical toys. From Big Brother we will then certainly get a two-way TV offered free of
charge, about which he can speak directly with us, as the only form of entertainment at home. Even
now, under the goal of maximizing profits, everyone and everything is only exploited. Of course,
therefore, the world does not have to go down for everyone. As long as the rich love nature, the new
world order will be more like Hunger Games (movie "Mocking Bird"), if not, the Earth surface will
soon look like the movie 'Matrix'. Both are a real threat to me, a form of the end of the world.
But please, keep your good mood! If you understand more of what I have already understood, and I
write that book for, then we will instead create heaven on earth. An earth on which all people thrive.
At the moment everything is coming to a head. Our resources are looted, squandered and our future
sold. As a young adult, as I have said, I have still experienced that as Germans we resisted a census,
and last summer I felt overwhelmed with the news that the German Parliament had passed a law
before the summer break that would allow that every German can be spied on basically, completely.
No reasonable suspicion and controlled by judges affordable. Well, the NSA has done that for a long
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time anyway in our country. But did the media detail this? In the media, only the same adopted gay
marriage was celebrated. Not a single MP, or at least one of the tiny opposition parties, even tried to
challenge the law, for example through the Constitutional Court! For me that was the test of
whether or not our Members of Parliament are worth the money they earn. That's why I did not go
to the ballot box this time. Apparently, not only the Weimar Republic developed into a dictatorship,
we are also on the way. It would have been the story, even for the media, if one of the small,
oppositional parties would have challenged this monstrosity! It was not their minority that made me
think, but their inability to clearly recognize their historical role. Probably the holiday was already
booked and the family was waiting. And the deputies of the grand coalition, well, they also wanted
to go on vacation. And then there is the fractional compulsion, because you have to join the opinion
of the party. Honestly, even if it seems democratically self-evident to me, that does not sound like
freedom of expression for me. You think: Who cares, the secret services spy on us anyway, so why
should our German services lag behind? If so, yes. And the media celebrated gay marriage as the
event of the century. Blind, deaf and dumbfounded. In the media, only slumber songs are sung as if
we were in the middle of the acid-cucumber-time of summer. And their message is: people keep
sleeping, we can do it, everything will be fine. So if not even the simplest legal means are exhausted
by the opposition, we have all surrendered to our fate. It just breaks over us, there's nothing to it.
Resistance is futile.
And that brings us to the media. No, I do not go so far as to claim that they are lying. Only people
who superficially judge and even draw the next defamation against which they actually rant, come
to such ideas. Like in the private household, the development has not stopped in the media. Instead
of home-cooked meals and lovingly prepared with fresh ingredients for the family, prepared meals
are put into the microwave, sometimes even everyone eats something completely different, namely,
what he just feels like. Where a journalist used to research and use many different and controversial
sources of information, today there are only very few sources of power, news agencies such as the
DPA. And what they report and claim, is pushed almost as much in the microwave as a ready meal.
Maybe a little spiced up and tuned to your own readers or viewers. Any deviation from DPA would
give the journalist a barrage of protests, both externally and internally. But staying with DPA means
you're on the safe side. Everyone wants to do their work with ease and enjoyment and get
recognition and payment for it. In addition, the media and all companies are subject to the dictates
of economy. You have to make a profit, that's your first task. The question now is, is the content
more about readers and viewers, or more about advertisers and their interests?
Do the politics still have a strong influence? Who determines the profile of one of the Media? And
does the responsible person at the top see himself more as an opinion maker, as party supporter or
enlightener, teacher and guardian of the fundamental rights of our constitution? Every single
journalist must follow this profile, and more and more journalists live in the middle and lower
levels increasingly in precarious employment or as freelancers who can be released at any time.
Who does not howl with the wolves undermines his own livelihood and that of his family. Can one
blame him if he parrots DPA well? Every job and every addiction at all also shrinks our potential to
the allowed outcome. You can understand all participants in all roles, no question. But you do not
have to tolerate their behavior. But you also can handle it differently than we do now. This book is
written for the people, and only to the people themselves, not to their functions. To people behind
their respective roles. I am looking for their goodwill and their readiness to look at something
completely differently or to do something better for themselves and for us all. I submit this good
will to each one of us! We also need every human being, regardless of whether he defines himself as
a recipient of social care, politician or baker. I'm sure we'll come to much better dealings with each
other! Perhaps democracy, which has so far always developed rapidly into a further accumulation of
power into an oligarchy and the economic rule of leading industrialists, banks and religious
institutions, has only been a historical transitional solution to a much better form of selfgovernment, which we only have not discovered yet. The fact that we are in the middle of the end
of the world only increases the pressure to find it.
That is the good news: every end of the world carries the germ of something completely new in
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itself. And I strongly believe that we should all have a say in what the new looks like. If you have
recognized this opportunity, we can do something better in a good mood. Apparently, people are not
interested in a positive future without this pressure. That is the good thing about the end of the
world. I am for consensus, for example. Let the parties negotiate with each other until an unanimous
result is found. In a saying there was a Native American tribe who promoted the consensus in
negotiations by not eating anything for the delegations until consensus had been reached. And that
was then opulently celebrated with a feast. We must never forget to celebrate! I am also in favor of
interacting with each other in such a way that everyone wins. That is also the guiding principle of
every mediation. However, a WIN-WIN solution can only be found if everyone is heard and no one
is downed for his opinion and placed in a drawer.
If I had said to one of the boys in the schoolyard, "You again! You're dressed in brown, I'm not
talking to you without first credibly distancing yourself from all your brown friends! " Do you think
we could have found peace with each other? What most media do today would be similar to calling
both of the opponents on the stage of the school theater and put one in the corner and put a sign on
him, for example, with the letter ‘A’ as 'assh...', and then turn to the other and put him in front of all
the students and teachers and give him praise and approval overwhelmingly. Or even more
perfidious: Only the second may enter the stage at all. Because the first is too dangerous to be
allowed talking openly in front of everyone. Because his ideas could infect others.
In a mediation, neither of them would get a stage until mediation was successfully negotiated and
peace was restored. The watching students would be sent into their classes and the emotions would
be calmed down rather than boiled up. De-escalation. The strategy of mediation, where everyone
wins, works wonders, but it's not enough on its own, it's just a good first step. If we want to change
everything so that we all like it, even the poorest dog and the most ruthless ruler, we need to
understand things even more deeply: then we must learn to create consciously! Even if you may not
think so, at the end of this book you'll know how to do it. At this point I want to show what does not
work or not for a long time. And if you are honest, this has never really worked with world peace.
Back to the media. The newspapers are certainly written by people like you and me and they would
like to be more genuine and honest, believe me. We as buyers, advertisers and readers need to make
sure that they are allowed to do so! Currently, they receive their news, as I said, pre-chewed by a
few news agencies or pre-formulated by the clubs and parties, even in the local section of a
newspaper. All of them want and need to secure and sustain their own basis of existence and to
move within certain free spaces. Invisible and unavoidable, all of us adapt to this pressure all the
time, but unfortunately you too! Our media create a tunnel view. They limit our view of things on
very few topics. People then feel they are dealing with a right-wing party or anti-Semitism. Thus,
every criticism is nipped in the bud. The younger Germans may still believe this to be true, but the
older ones have experienced it quite often: when the green idea came up, for example. A new,
broad-based party like the Greens and today the AfD ("Alternative for Germany") arises as I said
always when the ruling parties no longer represent the people's will. If they just do not want to care
about the issues that matter to people. At such times, the sensible, well-known and conservative
parties are also elected only because they keep the whole thing reasonably stable, not because they
are so great. No perspectives are exchanged that complement and elucidate, only led to verbal and
strategic struggles.
Discussions are struggles, they are carried out only with the intellectual means of evil intelligence,
arguments, speaking time, discrimination and verbal attacks. In my opinion, however, they are
warlike conflicts. Not only do we see reports on wars on the news, but the talk shows are full of
warlike discussions, too. The wars of opinion makers on television will only stop when nobody is
interested in the setting of the discussions anymore. Imagine, there is polemic and defamation and
no one turns the TV on. If we are concerned with information, consensus and peace, nobody should
be attacked in the round. Everyone should know beforehand what he would be asked for and
everyone would have the same speaking time. And the moderators stayed neutral, instead of
understanding their job in opinion making. And opinion drawers would not be allowed. The right,
the left, the political party, the managers, the Germans, the Christians. No: There are only people,
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and they play their roles just in some different clubs! They sing in the choir, play football and are
paramedics, family man and smoker. Versatile and colorful. Nobody fits in a drawer. Drawers are
used to degrade or upgrade that person's contribution before he even says anything. We have little
experience with such a public round. Moderators and invited guests would jump out of their drawer
and become real people in front of the camera, who can have their opinions and their mistakes. Why
should not that be possible even in politics? Not only would everyone win in the round, but also the
spectators out there. We have only to make an appointment: no bashing of dissenters!
The underlying assumption that a radical opinion would be contagious has, to my knowledge, never
been scientifically studied. Perhaps it is the other way around: If people are free to express their
opinion without being attacked by others, more and more people feel comfortable and remain
peaceful, and do not become radical. Would that not be the only true method to create peace on
earth? Out of the drawer, allowed to be human, and speak freely. And keep an eye on the prosperity
of all. We do not need a thought police, not even fellow citizens, who belong to a minority and
watch over whether they are being discriminated as self-proclaimed thought police! Out of the
drawers and out of the drawer of religious affiliation, that is what I plead for. That is the way to
peace. The true liberation lies in the liberation from the drawer thinking and from all
discriminations. The borders themselves are already well defined in human rights and in the Basic
Law. When people are put into a discriminating drawer, who are actual very versatile and diverse
and have just teamed up for a few things in common, that leads to the escalation of conflicts.
Drawers are used to devaluate people, to condemn them. This is done to sort them out as people of
less value or at least strangeness and locked away from the own consciousness into the unconscious,
where it will unfold and sabotage peace. I do not have to deal with this person and his opinion and
his findings anymore, he joined the political party I don’t like. O.K. So. You then know everything
about this person? As a teacher, I had to accept all children with their respective awareness,
strengths and weaknesses and all their opinions, and myself with mine, too, to make it a peaceful
process of learning together. Why should this not be possible among adults and in the media?
Media convey language and images. Most of us unconsciously accept this. About ninety percent of
the incoming perception data disappears unseen, unrecognized and unnoticed in our unconscious
cellar. You consciously perceive maximum ten percent, but only if you are a very conscious person.
Otherwise you might even get only five percent. To cope with this incoming tide of five percent,
because that's still a lot of data, we build our own filter, so-to-speak decision-makers and presorters, which we can imagine like the storage compartments in the office. And our secretary (our
consciousness) opens the post: This is advertising, right in the trash. That's important, it needs to be
done within a week. And this has to be done still today. That's how you do it with your emails. Your
SPAM filter is getting more and more accurate. Nothing we invented as an organizing structure, in
the internet, or on the computer is really new. If you take a closer look, your brain has been the
same for eons of time and may it even do better still now!
If you want to gain real sovereignty over your perception, you need to consciously redefine your
SPAM filter. For example, you could say to your consciousness, "What's really going on, I want the
truth! And with all doubtful information dig deeper!" Then it will change its previous course of
action and serve your new purpose. But as long as you do not consciously decide, the order to your
secretary is: "Leave me alone, I trust everyone, and above all I trust in all official, medical or state
decision-makers. Off to the wastebasket with the rest, which disturbs my rest." If you have a
slightly more curious nature, the mission might be, "Everything is boring. Just bring me something
new. The best would be something I can buy to end my boredom."
Your secretary not only collects and organizes your data. It also sticks labels on it like 'important',
while your emotions determine this importance! In your cellar there are shelves with 'trouble', 'liars',
'you can trust'. And “cute”, “I love it” or “tears”. The strength of the emotional charge determines
whether your secretary stores the data at eye level or at the very bottom or top in your data shelves
in the cellar. The emotional charge also ensures that even large amounts of data that have
disappeared unnoticed in your cellar, automatically join other data of the same emotions, strengthen
their impact and form a giant pile. This can go so far that you act almost only out of this
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unconscious pile, as if it were your instinct. No idea why you do that, you just do it. As long as you
do not consciously organize your SPAM filter new and, above all, neutralize the emotional charges,
which tend to pile together, you are controlled more out of your unconscious than you would like.
You then actually run on random or externally controlled autopilot. Automatically, entire data
streams and experiences run past your conscious perception directly into the cellar. Even your
secretary never gets to see them. Data filters are a necessary, the flood streams want to be mastered,
which flow into you at every moment. As we deal with our data, we slowly get used to it and call it
"my personality". As a child, we trust our parents and we adopt their filters through imitation. We
believe everything they say and learn what they propose to us, even though it contradicts what other
children claim.
When my daughter came to school, I lost that authority to the teacher, now it was the elementary
school teacher whom she more believed than me. This teacher also determined what she should deal
with (the direction of her curiosity and learning). As long as the conditions around us are stable, we
do not question the information and instructions. Even if we have lost confidence in our parents as a
reliable source, most of us still transfer that trust to the state, to our political or medical system or to
a party, or at least to our partner and friends. We believe them. What comes from such source lands
on the shelf named 'our reality is like that, you can build on it'. At least it does not fly into the
SPAM. With our trust we can be controlled and steered, directly from the subconscious and past our
secretary. If a friend is reliable, his post (opinion) comes directly in "private, important, read it
tonight" and if it says "this is crazy, you do not have to deal with it", that's a good reason that these
data flow directly into the unconscious (SPAM). By the way, nothing is ever deleted like “delete it
after 30 days”. As long as you do not give this command the spam stays forever. And it is difficult
to delete, you can only delete the emotional charges of the remaining data. But the information
fades down there in the basement and disappears under the mountain of recent data.
It is extremely important for us and for the management of a safe passage through the end of the
world to become aware of whom we believe and whom NOT, because we are also manipulated in
this way by the media, which are not necessarily our personal friends. When you observe this for a
while, you even notice how clumsy they are and recognize patterns of how they (want to) steer you
in a certain direction. You are prevented from actual informing you comprehensively and in a
balanced way about certain emotionally charged things, because they want to keep you as a
customer - and in their profile.
Under the German Emperor (before World War I), the newspapers have called everyone a term
"Democrat" who wanted to have a say in the state. To that time to be named so was a defamation.
Above all, this was intended to prevent the not yet democratic German citizens from dealing with
these democratic ideas. A democrat was a public enemy of the Emperor because he questioned the
public order (monarchy). The language is probably used in every political and economic system to
divide us as a society, to build up stereotypes and to fence whole groups in such a way that their
ideas do not spread further. Such thoughts are especially effective when they are heavily charged
with emotions. But when you look back in history, those were often not such bad ideas that our
ancestors should not think of. They've finally come to fruition.
To understand this book and give us a real chance to elegantly surf on the waves of the end of the
world and create a good future, it's important that you also deal with things you think you cannot
deal with or should not deal with. I suggest your secretary gets an extra clip titled "new, sounds
crazy, give it a try". And a second with the title "strong emotional charge, should I be steered with
it?" But actually "new" alone is enough if you want to learn. With this you're giving your secretary
permission to present something new to you.
Under the Emperor, I would have been a Democrat, but I might not have dared to be persecuted. I
would have shut up. I would rather have been a secret democrat. Today you can no longer berate
anyone with "Democrat". Please keep in mind that in every society there is desired and unwanted
behavior. Under our emperor the democrat or the communist was the terrorist, can you feel it? And
in post-war America, the communists were persecuted like the terrorists now. It’s always a
defamation campaign! Look through and behind!
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Terrorist attacks have meanwhile occurred in almost every European country. In Germany, for
example, such an attack happened on the Berlin Christmas market on Breitscheidtplatz on 19. 12.
2016. This is not just any place, there is the ruin of the Memorial Church, a memorial against the
war and the destruction of Berlin! In our minds we should make the connection to war! We should
think: There is war again in Germany, a terror war that justifies the war on terror, which is currently
being conducted in seven countries. And on which our German Army increasingly participates.
There is also a strange peculiarity of the perpetrators, a change to the past, which we previously
knew only from American assassins. This strange 'coincidence' or this method has long spilled over
to us across the ocean. It happens more often that the assassin is shot at the arrest. Or dies under
mysterious circumstances immediately thereafter. This is very convenient, because then there is no
need for further criminal investigation and no trial, only a minimal investigation of the case. The
assassin of Berlin, Anis Amris, was shot after four days escape.
I can still remember times when a police officer's life was made very difficult if a perpetrator died
on arrest. The media also revolted in these cases longer ago - but not this time. I also learned that
German police officers should aim so that the perpetrator is not critically injured and if possible
prevented only on the further escape. Television reports went to the question of: Could one have
prevented the attack? That was interesting. There was an overwhelming amount of evidence of the
danger of the terrorist Anis Amris! Different German officials knew he was dangerous, there was
even evidence enough to put him into arrest or closer surveillance. Why was he not set in prison?
Why was this person not appointed early to protect the population? One should have done it, the
information was there, say individual witnesses and officials who do not understand that was done
so sloppy and uncoordinated.
Come on: You believe German administrations are sloppy and not thorough? Go on dreaming!
There was an agenda behind and the German top deciders had to follow! One could have prevented
the attack, that is the outcome of a report. But just that singular thought is too daring for all people
interviewed to think when it comes to so many inconsistencies: apparently there was a coordinating
authority behind it that wanted this to happen in exactly the same way. Why else did the agent from
the intelligence service bring the assassin Anis Amri personally to Berlin in his private car? He
should not miss his job! But you should not think that, do not know the strings behind. You should
trust the state.
The protection force of the constitution (our intelligence service) protects us and our basic rights.
That's why it's called that way. Did you just come up with the idea that I am a conspiracy theorist?
Do you notice how you shut down at certain points and just cannot believe what's obvious? A
terrorist attack at Christmas market near the “Gedächtniskirche” (memorial Church for World War
II) was an attack on the German collective soul, were it hurts the most. The most symbolic place.
Could a foreigner know that without knowing history and culture? A terrorist who is more invested
in Islam and terror and not at all interested in the Germans he lives with?
When I look at the political, economic and social scene and how it is represented in the media, I see
above all people who still trust in this state and in their democracy, and others who have become
suspicious, and such who simply do not believe anyone anymore. I myself decided not to believe
anyone anymore. And not to follow every wildly proliferating theory. What counts for me, is more
than ever the man or woman behind it: Can I trust this person? Would I buy a used car from him or
get into the car as a hitchhiker? I only choose a trustworthy person with flesh and heart, I no longer
choose parties and party programs. Only a living person can be of integrity, and that's the only
reason I can trust him. It is our sole responsibility to sharpen our senses so that we notice it
immediately when we are lied to.
I know you just had the impulse to throw my book back into the corner, the impulse is so strong! I
urge you not to follow terms like "conspiracy theorist" or "esoteric" if they appear in your tag. I
even hope that by now I've gained your trust to take you on a journey where you will think this
more and more often and yet learn and learn new things and together we will find a peaceful way
out of the mess, and that we will also enjoy, I promise. It will happen sometimes that you feel the
overwhelming desire to turn me off and fire the book in the corner. Please hold on, it is important!
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This overwhelming desire to turn off certain sources and opinions is created by the emotional
charge in your cellar. Terms that are intended to drive you AWAY from the truth you should not
know are always heavily charged and socially controlled. Or they are caused by a trauma, the effect
is the same. You would then be embarrassed to be called that way, to be associated with conspiracy
theorist for example. Or you lose your reputation. Friends might want to judge you and avoid you.
And who wants to lose his friends?
Today, for example, the term "democrat" barely has such a charge, at least it has worn itself off as a
swearword. At the time of the German emperor, it was a deadly threat, or at least a significant career
break, to be called so by another. And the environment kept a distance, so as not to be dragged into
the trouble that would soon blossom for this "democrat" -called man. It was known that the beloved
(or not beloved) Emperor could not let him go that way!
Depending on where a person is in society and what he has engaged in his life and whether he also
allows different sources of information, he will find topics that are similar. He will see strategies for
how whole populations and countries and religions are already being hounded one another again, as
the Germans in the Weimar Republic have experienced (communists against Nazis), and he must
realize that the world is sinking into chaos. Maybe he will crowd out his belly, because he cannot
change anything anyway. But the emotional charge flushes it up again and again. People are
scenting that the course we are currently taking relatively automatically is not for our good. And
many are involved in some way. People demonstrate against Stuttgart 21 railway station project (but
it is built), against wind turbines (ditto) or against TITIP, against the storage of nuclear warheads in
the Eifel/Germany or HARP. Or they provide humanitarian aid. Everyone is of course looking for
familiar solution strategies from their own experience. But solutions that would have helped in
better and more stable times, such as starting a new party, choosing the right party, demonstrating,
writing books or just going out of the system and somewhere living independently from chaos in a
cave is no help anymore. This is also one of the symptoms for the end of the world. No one can
escape, everyone gets affected and nothing works as before. Humanity has grown together with its
problems globally. You are always affected when it rumbles globally, without exception. I think
what we have to do is doing it the way we've never done before, and above all, how few people can
even imagine to. We have to create it with our consciousness. We are creative, we are mentally and
emotionally intelligent and uncommonly creative people, therefore: Nothing could be easier than
that! The fourth and fifth chapter will tell you more.
The question is: who decides where the journey is going? Is there anybody up there in the saddle or
have we been riding ever further on the jaws of practical necessities? Where are we going? What is
the destruction of our livelihood about? No, nature is increasingly being saved and that's a good
thing. It is all about the people! Do we extinguish ourselves? This suspicion pushes me
unfortunately. A single, nesting Milan (bird) can prevent a wind power plant in one location. A
person who lives and nests nearby cannot. Because people are obviously like sand on the sea. They
are regarded as disparaging as annoying sparrows or as lemmings, not like the precious, threatened
Milan. I already mentioned the lemmings in the foreword. I'm compelled by this comparison, so I
want to talk about it again here. Most people follow the official story of the mass media like the
lemmings of their herd. In some years, when there are too many of these small rodents, more than
their biotope can carry and provide, the lemmings flow in long trains to the sea and plunge there
together in masses over the cliff. Apparently, this instinct is a kind of self-regulation within the
boundaries of their biotope to the survival of the whole species to save their specie (with some
individuals left) at the expense of the individual animals in mass. Probably for lack of predators.
The collective suicide makes sense for the whole species. For if their biotope were once completely
exploited, all would die at once.
Do we ourselves also experience the effect of such a drive for self-destruction against which we can
do nothing? Are we overrun by an instinct? Is this perhaps the background of our wrongdoing? This
question leads us to the Georgia Guide Stones (and no, they were not destroyed again, only a cube
that was put above was destroyed later. They are still standing opposed to statements in the
internet). Have you ever heard of the Georgia Guide Stones? A stones monument with ten-
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commandment-like guidance in different languages, set up in Georgia, the state of the USA, of
which one otherwise only rarely hears, which thus lies in the middle of nowhere. This monument is
proof that there are already people who creatively deal with this lemming instinct. They seem to
have been wondering how big the human population of the earth should ideally be in order to be
compatible and sustainable with its planetary biotope. The monument speaks of five hundred
million people, this number should not be exceeded, says their rule. This is written in the
instructions in stone, formulated for all mankind. I immediately wondered of course if I myself
would fall under these five hundred million and would be allowed to survive. Nobody knows the
people who built this monument. At any rate, I could not find out anything about the creators and
financiers during my research. But those people must be powerful and have a lot of money and
influence. That's what you need to build such a large basalt monument in the middle of nowhere in
Georgia. This requires planning, permits and craftsmen.
You should know this and make your own free thoughts about it. Our mainstream media did not
report about it, I found it on You Tube. In the middle of the United States is an imposing monument,
almost like a small, modern Stonehenge standing for decades. It has the same content in different
languages and spellings: something like the Ten Commandments for Humanity. One of them is
precisely that: Humanity must be reduced to 500 million and kept to that number. With all its
languages, the monument is apparently intended as a translator, a kind of Rosetta Stone for
posterity. It's not an old monument either, it's definitely not old. Therefore it were not the Indians
who set it up. Oh yes, and German is not found on it as a language. Who is behind this monument?
To move such a granite mass, it already takes a decent amount of money and manpower, the thing is
not intended as a joke, as a boyish prank or something. It sounds far too serious with its other rules.
You should take a look at these rules!
But let's face it, did not we all think that most of the problems were caused by overpopulation? It's a
taboo, is it? Today we are already seven billion people. Who is thinking about how 86 % of
humanity should disappear? And above all, which 14 % are allowed to live on? We as people are
not even asked, just as a game of thought: what would you think if you as an influential know-all
wanted to reduce seven billion people to five hundred millions? Immediately, associations with the
worst examples in German history emerge: Hitler has shown how to portray entire population
groups (Jews, Roma, Sinti) as well as other proclaimed unimportant lives such as disabled and
socially neglected people, and of course all rebellious ones, too. Political opponents were also about
to go along with it. Forced sterilization for some, gas chambers for the others, and then exploited for
years as slaves before being murdered. At that time, a far-right party decided after a coup to build a
thousand-year “Reich” (kingdom, state) for the pure German people in the form of a dictatorship.
How quickly did the democratic Weimar Republic change into this dictatorship! Taking advantage
of all available state power very, very fast! A few days after his election Hitler had everything
firmly under control. Hence people's fear of the parties on the right and left margins of society,
because communism under Stalin and Mao did not fare better. Are these are some rich and
influential global Nazis who set up such a monument in the middle of no-man's-land in the US? But
do not panic! Of course, we, the other people, should not notice. We were not invited to the official
unveiling of this monument, were you? So, what. How do you reduce a world population? Who and
where? On behalf of these people I came up with the following ideas: wars, terrorist attacks,
diseases, epidemics, nuclear accidents, nuclear bombs, chemical weapons, biological weapons,
drought, flood, hurricanes, hunger, thirst, freezing, sterility, radiation death. Doomsday! There are a
few things more! Be creative! Let's have fun, let ourselves not be prevented to think things that are
palpably taboo. You may think: No one will do something such evil! Well, Hitler had published his
book "Mein Kampf" (My Struggle) years before his coup and many had read the book even before
his election. But no one, or at least very few, could imagine that he would do such a bad thing. They
thought that was pure polemic about Jews, but the guy was absolute serious about that!
This is a very important point to understand: have our German ancestors plodded into the dictatorial
trap just because they could not imagine him to be that evil? For if the trap snaps shut, it is closed
for now. Let us note for our joint project 'Happy through the end of the world': It is important to be
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able to imagine what is possible with evil. We also need to be able to concretely imagine what needs
to stop and what we want differently here. It's important to be aware of what's going on in the
world. Only those who were forbidden to listen to enemy stations at that time of war and get their
own picture of the actual status of the war knew how to correctly assess the situation during the
Second World War in order to somehow survive. Anyone who listened to Göbbel’s (German
minister) propaganda was unprepared. He still believed in final victory until the last days because
he could not imagine anything else. Whenever new enemy images are invented, we as Germans
should be particularly alert and absolutely want to listen to the other side as well. We have our story
with it.
Brains who build such a monument as the Georgia Guide Stones must also consider themselves
superior as a group, right? How else would they come up with the idea of such a monument? Each
nation can probably be shrunk "healthy" by other means. Japan, for example, has since gotten the
biggest blows. Even the two atomic bombs at the end of the Second World War were worse than
before, even in their poisoning, radiating and sickly and infertile, lasting impact. But their release
was militarily unnecessary, as the military history admits, the war would soon be over anyway. As
we know today, they really wanted to test the bomb and demonstrate its deterrence for the future. It
was not about ending the war. And now just happened again in Japan, the accident in Fukoshima,
where four nuclear power plants are on the coast and contaminate radioactively the air, the earth and
the water ongoing. The Japanese were deprived of their livelihood, because they live mainly from
the sea. The poor Japanese have truly lost the war, over and over again!
When we talk about reducing the population, you should also think about the "Fema camps" in the
US, even if I do not know if they are directly related to the Georgia Guide Stones. When I heard
about it, I was relieved that these camps were only found in the US and not in my country. Many
Americans have been very worried about them in the Internet, especially because they do not get
answers when they ask the authorities what they want to dowith the boxes. What are Fema Camps?
There are fenced deposits in the US, spread all over the country, just fenced in and nowhere, where
large plastic boxes are stacked by the thousands. They are epidemic- and chemical-resistant and
have tightly closed lids. In one of these tupper box coffins, there is room for five human bodies
lying down. I thought first, that is praiseworthy of the American government, to provide for a
disease danger so well! When the plague broke out in the Middle Ages, people would have been
glad for such coffins. But what caused me but stomachache, was the sheer amount that was stacked
everywhere! If you were Did they expect a plague that would affect at least millions across the US?
But let us our theory just run through disease, not a plague. Diseases have the advantage that they
can target specific groups of people, which has been tested with AIDs. - Hah, caught! Do you notice
how you wanted to switch me off again, because in your mind the word "conspiracy theory"
appeared? Watch closely: Will you follow me or the lemmings? Understand: Only because the
Germans of the Weimar Republic could not imagine a deliberate mass murder by gas chambers and
wars, they have fallen into this trap. It's your choice. You have to be able to imagine it, otherwise
you will not understand the extent of the abyss that lies ahead. And that we'll overcome elegantly
together. Back to AIDs: In fact, you could use that to cause mortality in a given sub-population. You
could massively influence the target group, which by the way was already being targeted by Hitler:
the gays. With today's options, you could definitely aim for something completely different, for
example, the elderly or the depressed. Maybe put a side effect on a drug that is used in large
numbers in society, or just add something to a vaccine. Or give the toothpaste a substance that cures
the enamel in the short term but at the same time produces dementia at the long term. Only as an
idea. Or you can poison people directly with food or make them infertile. This is especially true of
the lower social strata, who buy cheap products instead of organic ones.
How should that work? The added gene in the genetically modified vegetables, which secures the
profits of Monsanto, must only skip the digestive system on us and we become infertile hybrids and
who wants to have a child, must buy the seed at Monsanto. To avoid a mass panic and for the
disturbance of the comfortable life of those who want to survive, a decimation must happen in such
a way that not even the people in the research see what the real purpose of their research is. They
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may themselves firmly believe that they are researching healing or a particle of God. You just
cannot imagine it otherwise. When a disease such as for example bird flu is officially declared on
you, it even allows the state to shut you down and keep you in isolation and treated against your
will. You become a foreign-determined thing. In the past, leprosy patients were expelled, but left
alone in their ghetto, today you would be treated without consent. Avian flu, AIDs and others were
test runs, and whether random or intentional, it does not matter at all. They are all watched, and
those who think in this direction come up with interesting ideas. Prince Charles of England was
asked if he was born again and could choose what he would like to be. He would like to come back
as a virus, he said promptly, to stem the population explosion. The Spanish flu caused more deaths
after the First World War than the First World War itself. I believe in a natural cause then, in
everything that came after this war, at least I assume that the pathogens escaped from a laboratory.
Many people die of epidemics simultaneously and quickly, preferring the weak, old and already ill.
All those who are weakened by the immune system. And especially those people of no use.
Consider yourself: Are you part of the target group? The manmade disasters are numerous and
different. For our good-natured mind and heart, it is simply inconceivable that anyone could
consciously plan and execute such horrible things. Nobody can be so angry! Nobody can be so evil.
If we can imagine more and more and have also lost our confidence in the perceptions, the official
stories, the ability to act and the integrity of our politicians, we are at a loss. That's how many
people feel. Once they are on the new track and cannot be switched off anymore, one new
discovery, one new insight, chases the other. And each one sounds even more monstrous than the
one before it.
That's how I felt. And then I put together all my psychological knowledge and experience to
scrutinize myself. I wondered. "Am I just going crazy, is that what I fancy, am I subject to a
psychosis, a persecutory paranoia?" Or is that really true, with effect on my life. It is not easy to
change from there to an inner place of joy and peace and to keep the good mood. But necessary. We
are still thinking about the population reduction. If anyone is worried about the overpopulation - and
for our beloved biotope earth that deserves protection - it sounds reasonable, too, if people do not
get out of hand - will this person or group not even think about who is most expendable and, on that
occasion, whose nose they do not like? So what kind of person should they choose, and which ones
should be allowed to survive? Do we let that decide a Trump and a Putin? Do we prefer
nationalities, religious groups or ethnic groups? Evil, evil to think such things. Well, God has
foreshadowed this with Noah and the Flood. Remember? Maybe there were just too many people in
his biotope. More than nature (could) carry. Of course, he chose those who could really worship
him the best. God chose those with his favorite genetics of the ancestors and the most pleasant
behavior, all the others he found evil. With the flood, the genocide quickly went on stage and he
was able to restart with his preferred type of man. Noah should also have prevented species
extinction, if you believe the Bible. However, the biological research today tells something
different: To prevent extinction, he would have to take ten to a hundredfold of each species.
I am convinced the dignity of man is inviolable: I am for biodiversity, even with us humans. I
believe that a healthy and robust humanity needs us all – also genetically. Our entire genetics. And
we should not favor the people who adore the best. I do not agree with God. If we create a variety
of ways to make our lives meaningful, and all can people flourish (and if people no longer secure
their retirement from their children and use them as cheap labor in the family business), having
children will be just one of many ways to make a meaningful life. There are already people who
consciously do live without children. And it can voluntarily give fewer children, not prescribed by
law as with the light bulb (a German act of law to use energy reduced devices). I insist on freedom.
But please not only in one country, that would be cultural suicide, but global to all people on earth.
This is the only, free, self-determined way. Now I would still be curious what you mean, how we
should go on.
Observe the human lemmings as they run: Imagine what tragedy you see: Because actually no one
should be sick, there should be no wars, there is enough for everyone. And here on this beautiful
earth and not only after our death in heaven. I know we have to take a big turn and avoid a few
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cliffs, but with this book I want to guide you to recognize your contribution, together with me and
with the awareness that I cannot convey but at least show you. We will shake off the few parasites
and move into a golden future. You have to bring patience, be patient with me when I say things.
Please do not push my book right away, let it work on you, ask questions. Be the critical, intelligent,
emotional and kindhearted person for whom I hold you. What can you lose if you follow my trail
through this book?
In our infrastructure, we are becoming more and more sensitive to disturbances, even accidental
causes. Take the water. Previously, the fountain was used locally. The water could be removed
freely in the village or according to a certain order, but you did not have to work and not to pay for
it. In times of crisis, people came back to their wells, even when there were already water pipes.
Just because the water comes out of the pipe, it does not have to be good. During the years 2014 to
2016 I have experienced twice that the water of the central water supply in our village was
germinated and only boiled harmless to use. Then the brave firefighters ran from door to door to
warn us. If the water is good or not, I cannot check myself, I have to rely on the official information
for most things. And also rely on the limits for poisons and fertilizers. I have to trust that. Do you
realize in how many areas of life we simply rely on and trust the public infrastructure. What would
you do if you were lied to or if this civilization collapsed completely? Including the monetary
system? When all your income breaks away? Do you have a network of talented and helpful friends
and acquaintances to help you? Did you create a supply for three weeks, as recommended by our
Chancellor Merkel? What happens when ships and air travel collapse because a volcano spits ash or
tilts the earth's magnetic field and jumps to other locations? What happens if there is suddenly no
more goods traffic, let's just say for three weeks? What if the air was radioactively contaminated by
an atomic accident or poisoned by biological weapons and you were not supposed to go outside for
three days? How do you know that? How do you react to that? Or there is no gasoline. Can you
alternatively run or ride a bike? Can you generate electricity for yourself? Can you heat yourself
without electrical control?
In New York in 1977, the power was completely off for some time. After a few hours, criminals
were on their way, they had free rein, because the police and the fire service had enough to do with
much more urgent measures, such as: For example, to get people out of elevators. There were 1611
plunderings and 1730 fires afterwards, not to mention the destruction of shop windows and business
interiors! Under the title "Blackout, Germany without electricity" ZDF broadcast a report in which
several scenarios of power failure were investigated. For myself and my household that would
mean: freezer, refrigerator, computer and automatic locks and equipment such as central heating
control would go out of order. Of course, telephone and internet would be affected, too. Even the
bell on the front door. Cooking would be no longer possible, only cold things to eat and drink. You
switched cooking and heating to gas? Fine. And what do you think, how is your gas tank supply
controlled when it comes out of line? With a gas tank you are already finer out there. But even there
remains the question of regulation by electricity. Der individual traffic could run for a while, at least
as long as the tank is enough. And if the electric pumps are operated at petrol stations with
independent power generators and they can also sell fuel to private individuals, you can also refuel,
but the prices will probably skyrocket. Diesel locomotives of the railway could continue to drive,
however, the rail tracks would be completely blocked by the electrically operated trains. Aircraft
could not take off and land because control by the air traffic controllers could no longer be
guaranteed, let alone the security checks before check-in. Even more important are the power plant
controls, above all, it must be ensured that our dangerous nuclear power plants remain cooled and
do not turn into an unmanageable meltdown. Even shutdown nuclear power plants still need
electricity for cooling. Their emergency generators can also provide energy days to weeks, it was
said in the report. This is true for all sensitive areas, it is taken care of. Germany has a well secured
infrastructure, there is an emergency power supply in all important public areas. Using the example
of the University of Mainz, the reportage reported three separate, parallel power grids with different
sockets. An energy circuit enabled a power autarky for three hours, another network was secured for
two days, and then there was the normal network. Vital appliances are plugged into appropriate
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power outlets. In addition, the university medicine clinic has a preferred supply contract for diesel
to keep the emergency generators running. What do you think, how quickly would rationed gasoline
and diesel and the sale be mainly limited to rescue vehicles, police and VIPs? You and me, we still
have the radius of action of a single tank filling, possibly a reserve canister and of course the black
market. It would immediately jump out of the ground. You can extend this scenario to the municipal
water supply, whose pumps and filters require electricity, as well as ATMs, emergency call centers,
elevators and air conditioners. I remember well when I accidentally switched off the freezer in the
basement: you cannot even eat that much with a big family, so it does not spoil. And above all, what
would you cook with, should the electricity be longer than the 24 hours guaranteed by the
manufacturer of such appliances. No power, that means no job (how should you get there?), No
money (too little cash bunkered, ATMs do not work), roads blocked, at dawn at the latest everything
is dark and cold. Without electricity do not work regulators for heating, water and gas, and no
gasoline pumps. Some people cannot even open their garage doors without electricity. The hospitals
would not know what to do with the garbage after two days, after which hygiene becomes more and
more difficult. The longer such a condition lasts without a functioning infrastructure, the greater the
risk of infection, rats and vermin would quickly be on the rise. The transport, the police order, the
food supply and the entire monetary system will actually collapse almost immediately. Apart from
the already mentioned dinosaur-like meteorite impact or a pole shift, every other global catastrophe
seldom goes directly beyond three days to three weeks because our civilization would be about to
repair everything. But we would be busy for a while with the consequences and the reconstruction.
And if the infrastructure has been damaged so badly that skilled workers, tools, technology and raw
materials for reconstruction are lacking, our civilization could go out completely. Or could you
assemble a car yourself? It would also be nonsensical if there were no longer a working road
system. It hits the heart of the problem when reporters report that the intensity of a bombing
bombed the people of a Syrian city back to the Stone Age. The pictures on TV speak volumes. If
other countries with intact infrastructure and sufficient manpower were not always available,
reconstruction would simply not be possible or would take decades or even centuries.
When I moved to Berlin-Pankow in 1994, all the houses still bore the bullet holes from World War
II. You can listen in the war-ravaged countries: how long did it take to see no ruins and everything
worked again? What was lost irretrievably? Let's ask in the generation of those who were living
with us: We are so specialized! Maybe even the wheel would have to be reinvented.
The report also went into the question by what a power failure could be caused. Of course, the
authors first came up with a terrorist attack. But there are other dangers as well. In Fukoshima we
witnessed how a tsunami destroyed four nuclear power plants. Wherever there are natural disasters,
whether they are flooding, landslides, fires or earthquakes, the power lines are always affected.
Depending on the extent of the damage, the helpers need days to weeks for new lines and circuits.
Solar storms (violent eruptions of the sun) can paralyze our entire electrically powered technology,
very large areas at once. Our magnetic field and our atmosphere usually protect us from these solar
winds. Indirectly, every major weakening of the earth's magnetic field would lead to solar winds
unfolding their destructive effects. If the earth, as happened regularly in the history of the earth,
exchanges the North Pole with the South Pole and the axis shifts, we would be exposed for a few
days completely without magnetic field and the solar wind unprotected. The power supply would be
over immediately. Solar flares can also disturb our equipment directly, especially our satellites in
space. In addition to the constantly blowing solar wind it comes then to peaks by plasma, which
ejects the sun, as energy and particles. Even before that, the earth's magnetic field normally protects
us, so that even such peaks of cosmic radiation are more or less cushioned and diverted. The
magnetic field, like a shield, withstands even the hardest rays of the sun, and hence the energetic
particles. Such eruptions create shock waves in the solar wind, which were relatively harmless in
the pre-electrical age of our civilization.
In 1859, the astronomer Richard Carrington observed a sunspot in September, after which there
were world-wide clearly pronounced northern lights, and not only in the north but seen also in
Hawai. Where there were power lines at that time, the telegraphs were churning things up, sparks
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came from the lines and individual fires started. The astronomer at that time already understood this
connection but was not taken seriously by his contemporaries. An eruption of equal strength could
today paralyze the infrastructure of a whole continent. Even a single solar eclipse could cause the
failing of power in the scope of several large power plants worldwide. There is also a lot of logistics
and a well-developed power grid behind it, if you synchronize the many conventional and
renewable energy sources / electricity producers so that we always have electricity. We hardly have
any idea how complicated or how troublesome this system is, in which fluctuations and
disturbances have to be permanently absorbed. In the event of a major solar flare, our satellites
would be affected in their function today, disrupting everything from sat nav to telephone and
Internet. The eruptions of the sun occur regularly, the sunspots increase significantly every eleven
years and then this flaming plasma ball hurls us. Thermonuclear processes take place, their ejections
may sometimes directly cause disasters. If such an ejection moves directly in our direction, the
effects could be exacerbated drastically.
It is also speculated that our sun could have a fitfulness. I smiled first when I heard about it, but it's
not so outrageous: here a star briefly flares up with so many eruptions at the same time and all
around its surface, really as if it were sneezing violently. Such a multi-eruption would have the
multiple power of solar storms. After that, the star would briefly go out completely (become dark)
and after a day or two start up again and continue to burn normally. If that should happen and it gets
dark for days, so please do not panic: Sit down and wait, the engine starts again. The end of our sun
is expected by a gradual bloating to a red giant, and only in a few million years. On the other hand:
To err is human.
In the power supply, there are also worrying developments that have not much to do with power
generation itself. The electricity providers in the US have probably recognized that one can make
much more money with our data. So, while electricity is being used by us – and while in Germany
thank God - the meter reading is reported by the customer once a year, in some states of the USA
they developed it even further: the smart meter was prescribed by law as an electricity meter. In
California, it goes so far that the installation companies break up the houses and install these
counters against the will and resistance of the residents! Power companies argue for savings, but
there have been many users whose power consumption has suddenly doubled. And then these
people also had the burden of proof in court. How should you collect valid evidence against such a
device? Smart meters are under discussion worldwide. And frankly, there was no stupidity that our
German politicians would not have taken over from the land of unlimited possibilities (US). Smart
meters are not only electricity meters, they are also transmitting and receiving stations for data
transmission. The data does not flow away on the usual network, they are sent on a carrier wave
(microwave), thereby using the whole internal power network - all the electrical lines of the whole
house - as an antenna. They send microwaves and receive them. And every few seconds or minutes
they ask the household appliances what they are doing. In this way, the electricity supplier can make
exact consumption profiles and sell them profitably. At best only to the advertising industry. But
once such an infrastructure is there, it also awakens greed, with others I've never trusted: the secret
services. If it was kosher what they do, they could tell me frankly. German history provides the best
example that such an infrastructure should not fall into the wrong hands. With a commercial
operator it is already. You remember the sentence: "No one plans to build a wall." (German
Democratic Republic president said this some months before he built the wall.) To spin Orwell a
little further: But of course, no one has the intention to really do something like this: One who,
according to Smartmeter, has been running the TV all day and does not appear to be out of the
house, is a nuisance to public health, because he does not seem to be useful. First you turn off the
power and lock the bank cards, then if he fumbles, you have a new terrorist, and that is just
liquidated with a drone directly. You do not consider that possible? Hello, what do you think, what
happens in the air base in Ramstein (US Base in Germany)? Drones are directed to human goals to
liquidate them. That sounds better than murder, but nothing changes in the facts. In our court
someone is considered not guilty till he is sentenced. In the case of smart meters in the US, this
legal situation has already been reversed, as customers have to prove that this device measures
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incorrectly. And if you look at the allegations in international politics, it looks as if our highest
politicians worldwide also assume that the legal situation has long reversed: There does not apply to
states, organizations and groups that you are innocent as long as nobody proves the opposite. Using
your typical profile from the smartmeter, the secret service could simply claim that you are a
terrorist (because you are complaining and defending yourself). Because the sovereignty over
defining a terrorist, apparently also lies with the state. If martial law has been imposed, then you
may be liquidated immediately.
Oh, what would a Hitler be happy if he lived today! I hope you agree with me: For the liquidated,
that will be his end of the world too. Our Data Today are not at all harmless, data are the center of
power. The data requirement can be well examined using the example of Internet giant Google.
Google started as a search engine and no one could imagine then how the programmers wanted to
finance in the long run. But the inventors of the search engine have become rich. Google is our
friend and helper and has therefore also bought several other services like You Tube and Blogger.
Google thrives on data and targeted advertising. However, it has come out that the Google vehicles,
which were supposed to take pictures only for the Street View of Google Earth, could do other
things as well (and what is feasible will be done). They resorted to the respective passwords and
emails of the residents and thus to complete addresses, shopping habits and banking, where they
allegedly drove only so harmlessly through the streets and took beautiful pictures! Remember, the
next time you use Google Maps! This was the first time a link between place and IP Users were
made. Because where someone was officially registered was long not connected to the IP.
The user does not need to be spied on today, he passes all the data voluntarily. From a lot of
individual information, Google can then more or less guess what the user thinks and how he will act
in the future. The CEO of the group admitted that in an interview. Google believes it knows what to
expect from a human being in the future. I stress 'believes'. It is not even checked anymore by a
living human! The invasion of our privacy happens through the use of the Internet. "Google always
goes to the pain threshold, but never about it," said the boss of Google recently, a Mr. Schmidt. This
interview is on YouTube. Asked, where is the pain threshold of development, the CEO replied:
"Today, the pain threshold is for the implantation of technology in the brain (short pause for
thought), at least for myself (short pause for thought), at least in the moment (short pause for
thought) until the Technologies get better. " Apparently he then realized that he would rather change
the subject, and hastily continued: "Let's talk about information." And when asked if people rightly
consider Google as their friend, he said, "If they have something to hide, they should better think it
over." For me this sounds like a threat! Beautiful, new world ...
Data theft and hacker attacks are the modern form of industrial espionage. They infiltrate entire
political and social movements and manipulate the election campaign, as now for example,
allegedly or really done by Donald Trump. They also do not stop sabotaging an entire system. The
detected vulnerabilities then require even more monitoring and control, and thus a further
curtailment of our freedom. Hackers and security programmers continue to rock. The data
dictatorship is apparently unstoppable. A hacker attack, real or fake, could sabotage the energy
supply, you do not have to drop bombs or derail trains, not even drag lorries into a crowd. The
hacker can sit at his other end of the world in front of his computer and just hit the keys. The key
question is: how much power do we give in this global network with their interdependencies to a
single human being, if an unknown hacker in the Antilles worldwide can do a great deal of damage?
Would not it be better if we all strive for as much self-sufficiency as possible? And if possible to
provide ourselves or at least make good provision? We need to prepare, not only by keeping at least
food and drinks for three weeks, as the German Chancellor advised us. In an emergency, we would
have to be able to disconnect ourselves completely from the infrastructure of our civilization. I
praise every village that still runs its own bubbling well. Keep in mind: In the past, potatoes and
root vegetables were stored in the cellar for a whole winter. The cellars of today are not even
suitable for that. Even houses without a cellar are built. Sauerkraut was the most ingenious
invention for vitamin C supply until well into spring. Preserves, canned and dried fruit even lasted
three to five years. Fruit was simply dried on the clothesline on the store and preserved. Also there
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is hardly anyone left to know how to do it. The first water pipes were still operated by elevated
tank, the weight of the water itself then produced the water pressure. It flowed by itself - without
electricity. The container only had to be filled on time in the year. The modern water supply
network requires power for the pumps and for regulation. It would be a good idea, you also create a
supply of drinking water to provide you with three days to three weeks.
Why is it ridiculed to behave like this? Think: If all humans had built an ark at that time and not just
Noah, God's purge through the flood would not have worked! Therefore. Half a century ago, there
were free public drinking water points in every village and city. Where would they be today? Water
that runs without electrical control and pumps that simply bubbles cleanly out of the ground? The
springs disappeared, often they were laid directly into the canal to rinse it more thoroughly. And at
the few remaining public wells there is a sign 'no drinking water' to avoid the responsibility of
regularly checking the water quality. When the drinking water has to be paid and there is no more
money for it, as more and more people get poorer, water becomes incredibly precious. Who can
then do water rinse? Or use the help of a dishwasher? Our infrastructure is much more fragile than
we can imagine. We repress that we are totally dependent, worldwide. Unlike our ancestors, in a
crisis we could no longer switch to a reasonably well-functioning exchange society or work with
farmers to get enough to break down the order. If people lose their savings, their homes and their
jobs, and inflation makes even a piece of butter as precious as a gold ring, what do we do? Our
ability to switch to an alternative infrastructure that ensures survival has been increasingly
destroyed, in favor of total dependency on commercial supply systems and an international
exchange of goods and services.
On a Thursday in 1929, a momentous stock market crash occurred in the US and came over Europe
already a day later, on Friday, which is why this day is called the black Friday. He also plunged
Europe into an economic crisis with galloping inflation, perhaps one or the other knows the money
notes worth millions and trillions of Reichsmarks (German currency at that time). Incredibly many
people immediately lost their jobs and barely had the time to take care of themselves. Food was
rationed, there were ration cards. After the Second World War, a similar situation took place. The
more the economy is internationally networked and interdependently dependent, and the more the
system depends on uncovered currencies without gold backing, the faster and more immediate the
consequences of a crash come to us. And unlike in the post-war years of the past century, we can no
longer send our teenagers to work as helpers to the local farmers in exchange for food, there are
simply not enough farms for it. Organizing coal and wood also does not help if you run out of
matches or gasoline in your lighter. Or if you do not have a stove for it anymore. We know all this,
I'm not saying anything new here, I'm just bringing it back to light for an overall view, in which we
actual feel overwhelmingly powerless and helpless as long as we do not see any light on the
horizon. That is also the reason for our repression. If you cannot change something, it is idle to
think about it. Better, you do not think about it and stay happy. That's good, very good even. But
only under the condition that our assumption is correct: that we cannot stop and divert this
development. Can we even imagine that? If we cannot even imagine that a change to the good is
possible, even though we know exactly what state the world is in and where the journey is to go,
then it will stay that way and go on the same and worse. Maybe we have informed ourselves or even
engaged and excited. Or just feel in our stomach aching, that this development is not going well.
Should our state really be powerless towards global players, armaments companies and
multinational corporations? And should we really be powerless over our state? What would differ
our democracy from the monarchy under the German Emperor? There is so much hidden under the
carpet.
Just because Chernobyl and Fukoshima have disappeared from the media, the problem is far from
solved. Only the damage has been tried to limit, but the contamination remains for millennia and
goes on. The Japanese sea is still burdened with radioactive cooling water. That's only an example.
This week they are talking in the media of Glyphosat, next week is another topic. Nobody talks
about glyphosate anymore. This does not change the fact that this spraying will go on for another
five years in our country.
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All the problems are global. Let's face it: it looks pretty much like a global end of the world, right?
At least the beginning of the end? No, we are in the middle of it! Can you foresee the end? If I did
not know better, I would consider it futile already. And that had to be said before we talk about how
each and every one of us can turn things around and change everything, in a whole new way, even
from the couch. Can you imagine that? I suggest you to be open to all possibilities that you have not
thought possible so far. What else is possible here? The real reality is much, much bigger than what
fits in our little head anyway! By the way, do not judge the others who (in your opinion) should do
something about. Or still go on living completely unaware as if nothing could happen to them. They
may be much further ahead than you and have found their own solution. What seems unaware or
unconscious does not have to be. Do not worry about the others! Maybe they just have a very
specific job that makes sense to them. You cannot know what their contribution to change is. Or just
for the non-change. Non-changers hold the cart together, and changers push it forward. We need
both: one for the movement, the other for stability. Who knows if those we criticize have already
understood what we still need to learn. We can only help each other to track down the blind spots
that prevent us from creating peace and prosperity on this beautiful planet. And to fill in all these
different blind spots we all have. The question is: Are we impoverished in a human development
that leads to destroy our health, self-determination and freedom and exploitation of the planet under
the guise of care and security and international alliances and interdependencies? Are we really
fainting onlookers like in an accident, when people are injured, killed, raped, maimed and driven
out of their homes in wars and violence, and chaos, death and destruction prevail in at least half a
dozen changing countries around the world? Who is really threatening what or who? The debt and
debt issue seem to determine the fate of entire countries and peoples, the European Union is
regularly shaken by it. Governments are being ostracized by their debts to join in the further
exploitation of their population. They say then, Greece had poorly managed, but the new debt
serves only the old debt and the individual Greeks have to tighten the belt even closer. Exploitation
is invisibly shifted and making participation easy. It also wanders around the globe, there is always
a country in which people and the environment are not yet protected and their raw materials
exploited. In the process, entire countries and economic conditions played off against each other - in
the name of the holy free market economy. The international corporations are looking for location
advantages. Only when they are forced do they care about environmental protection and human
dignity, but their market power is so great that hardly a country does so without experiencing
serious economic disadvantages.
Often the decision makers lack education. They want to participate in prosperity. Viewed globally,
some suffer as victims of these market mechanisms, the others displace their perpetrators and
continue to buy as cheap as possible, knowing exactly how 'cheap' is produced. No wonder that now
their own work is always cheaper. Remember: Who makes 'cheap' decisions to buy, approves the
working and living conditions of others, whom he himself does not want to experience. If the
powerful are not yet satisfied with the current state of the world and are thinking aloud about a
global new world order, where we know their old one well enough, one may become suspicious: far
too easy total control has become.
Let's just take the European Union as an example, as a test run for such a world order. In the EU
different democracies were summarized under the umbrella of a bureaucracy. At least in the Greek
crisis, we became aware that all is about banks, banks, banks. And the regulations coming from
Brussels are forcing the individual democracies to go in that direction and to follow the European
bureaucracy dictatorship (because bureaucrats decide new reglementations, not elected politicians).
You do not believe that the banks in Brussels really have the shots? What used to be two very
different careers is now considered interchangeable. Bankers become politicians and then bankers
again. Greek Finance Minister Yanufakis has become a whistleblower when he reported on You
Tube about the framed game presided over by the head of the World Monetary Fund, as if the IMF
were deciding what to do about Europe. Aha, and who decides how the IMF chooses?
Our historiography has hitherto celebrated every culture in the past as a high culture characterized
by city formation, concentration of power, and a pyramidally ordered society. Such cultures make it
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a good place in our history books! However, a concentration of power may never have been a sign
of flourishing civilization, but only a sign of the flourishing exploitation of many: The first nobles
in the Middle Ages came to power by extorting money according to the motto: "Poor peasants, I
will protect you, and you will pay tribute to me." They were the Maffia of the Middle Ages and
highwaymen levying tariffs on bridges. They even sold their serfs (slaves) to other rulers for wars. I
myself descend from Hunsrück serfs, I could follow my ancestry until the Thirty Years' War in the
16th century. In the population register of they were called Ackerer (field worker) and Untersassen
(undertane) and were allowed to marry only within the church district, which consisted of exactly
three villages. These serfs had to work excessively and yet led a very hard and barren life. We easily
forget today that slavery was once widespread in Central Europe. With colonization, it was exported
worldwide. Today we are still, but slaves of money. Slave galleys still needed chains to hold the
oarsmen in place on the ship and an impeller that beat the clock. We have it a more subtle way: We
were trained to work after the clock (instead of drumming). And the money chains us to the
workplace. What looks like more freedom is often just a duplication of the possibilities of
compulsion.
In principle, however, we could and will be free. Because freedom begins in the head. The increase
of domination and control and thus the decrease of self-determination and personal responsibility
was celebrated as a high culture and exactly this tendency is now to be continued globally, a single,
global high culture. Hooray! It seems almost logical. Do we have not grown together globally?
Other forms of human life that have been able to maintain peace with each other and their neighbors
for hundreds and thousands of years have been and are described as regressive and primitive. If all
people had a contented life, felt well and needed in the community, and lived in harmony with
nature, who would be primitive? On the contrary, are not violent conflicts much more primitive?
The concentration of power always requires a powerful military, do not be deceived! And a
powerful ruler, an oligarchy or bureaucracy to protect land and people from the enemies out there.
Even an elected politician remains a powerful ruler. How often have these same rulers in turn drawn
their people into wars and brought misery to their people?
When we settled down, we also allowed ourselves to be domesticated, just as our pets were: the
further the professional and financial differentiation of society progressed the more manageable we
became. And then, of course, those who wanted to rule found ideal conditions. No wonder that our
domesticated animals suffer from similar civilization diseases as we do, we have always moved
away from a healthy, natural life! An animal occupies a territory and lives its life, it finds food and
water (without paying!), It is adapted to its climate. Anyone who even thinks aloud that it also
belongs to a human dignity that the basic needs of a person would have to be fulfilled for free
(otherwise a human is worth less than an animal), is considered to be crazy. A person has to work
for all this or governmental support (money), unless he gets money from other sources (inheritance,
lottery, inventions). The further civilization progress, the less is it for free. Meanwhile, even the
drinking water costs. In the past, a traveler in the city could quench his thirst at the public well. I'm
sure you'll be paying for the air in the future lunar colony.
Above all else, money has become a system of exploitation and tax collection, even if it serves to
exchange and value. Wars are inhuman, no matter who dies. It is absurd that soldiers are allowed to
be killed in a war, but when civilians die, the public media gets upset. Who made the mess that a
soldier's life is worth less than that of a civilian? Is the life of men who were forced involuntarily
into military service or mentally blinded to volunteer for weapons less valuable than that of women
and children? On the other hand, if innocents die, it's collateral damage, and if soldiers die, they're
honored and called heros. Maybe even a barracks is named after them. We have seen this taking
place since the beginning of the historiography. And this despite the fact that soldiers, unlike
civilians, are apparently being seen as 'guilty'. Because when soldiers die, no innocent ones die.
Soldiers are more guilty than the civilians? Do you know what they really give their lives for? Is a
soldier's life worth less? What is this distinction really about?
War is war and must stop. Point. There are 24,000 hunger deaths a day in the world. That alone is
already too many dead, so we humans have to actively kill other people?
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If there is no death penalty in our country (in Germany), why should our friendly occupying power
(US), which was simply left after World War II, impose the death penalty in third countries in our
country from their Ramstein Base? These are no longer symmetrical wars, as on the chessboard,
peasant versus peasant, these are executions by ranged weapons. What do you think, how fast can
the drones change course and focus on Germans? How fast will we become enemies ourselves?
Listen to President Trump and what he said about our Chancellor and see how he treated her in
personal encounters. Friendship looks different.
We lost the war. Still. We still do. Let's not pretend it's different. Anyway, the old Goebbels (Hitlers
minister) would be overjoyed to see what opportunities he would have in this brave new world - if
he were on the side of the superpowers, of course. The US has now invested a billion dollars in
Assad's withdrawal in Syria alone. One would think that this investment has not yet paid for itself,
because Assad is still there. But they never invest without a good reason, so it must be about
something else. It cannot be freedom from a dictatorship and humanity, because the atrocities of
Assad are far surpassed by the struggles of all parties and further multiplied by the destruction,
murder, violation and expulsion of so many people in Syria. What is the true purpose and
background of the Syrian war? What are the parallels with the entire Arab Spring? All those who
wanted to fight against their dictator were supplied with weapons from the West. Did the abolition
of dictators on the Mediterranean coast in northern Africa actually free people or just bring them
into chaos? Look at the map, and then tell me, why were the states in northern Africa and the
Middle East destabilized? Because we wanted to promote stable democratic structures there as soon
as possible? Because it was about freedom? To democracy and freedom of expression? The way to
Europe is now free for those who have made it through the desert is pure coincidence. And you
believe in St. Nicholas.
What looks like a liberation action and has caused unbelievable suffering (and continues to do so in
Syria) could also have been planned as a planned migration to destabilize European democracies.
Ever thought of it? I know, you cannot imagine that. Let me remind you, this non-imaginative
ability had brought us the Hitler, we make now the same mistake again: So please let us imagine it!
Of course, we would not (and should not) think something like that, but military and geopolitical
brains tick differently. A rogue who thinks evil.
We Europeans have installed well-functioning real democracies, not two-party dictatorships of rich
oligarchs like in the US. Do we have? Or were we allowed to pretend only for a while? We
Europeans are free and we live stably. Too stable maybe, too peaceful. We Europeans are after two
world wars simply done with war and little to inspire renewed battles. We are simply too democratic
for a move towards global dictatorship. We would not be willing to cheerfully join in a World War
when a few Poles cross the border in the early morning. This is how World War II started. At least
Hitler has legitimized his actions so in front of his electorate. It was only after the war that it was
discovered that these were not Poles; they were German soldiers disguised as Polish soldiers. They
also had to be soldiers, because Polish civilians might not have been recognized as Poles. Or do you
actual look at a refugee and know where he comes from? I can only use German as a language to
locate a fellow citizen north, east or west. Imagine if we were going to ban the uniforms all over the
world, who would know whom to fight against?
In 2017, President Trump dominated the media worldwide. No matter how one stands with Trump,
after all, the whole argument with him has led to the fact that the political map of the United States
is crumbling, and people are beginning to question the democratic structure of the choice of the
lesser evil. So far, neither he nor his crazy opponents in North Korea or Moscow or the other has
pressed the red button for a nuclear weapon mission. That is of the utmost importance. The fact that
Trump stuck through the whole year 2017 and did not press this button is very important for me and
my concerns in relation to what I want to present here. That made Trump well, I'm happy with all
the dictators on earth, they at least have renounced on this stupidity.
This stable 2017 has decided: There will be no second earth, no second timeline of the great reality.
Only one, the new earth. Do not roll your eyes just because it's not in your textbook! If you have not
heard of an old and a new earth, or even timelines, there is a powerful white spot in your
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consciousness. Never mind, we can change that. Among the spirituals, this topic is discussed often
and for decades. I'm just reaching out to those who have already dealt with this topic: there will
only be the New Earth. This has been decided in 2017. Throughout the book, I explain to everyone
else what I mean. And with that we have another reason to happily go on our way. We all, including
the powerful of the world, are invited to do so. Should we, as responsible citizens, not trust our own
knowledge and experience more than our politicians, who think that they must impose something
by law because they think we are too stupid, without this compulsion to take good care of ourselves
and our land and the earth? Should politicians who are advised by forces sponsored by the economy
actual have more overview than we do and know what is good for us?
Every child knows what is good, for us, for nature and for the earth. At least when the child could
develop relatively freely and was not permanently disturbed, suppressed, and bombarded with rules,
punishments and guilt and injured. It will tell you that it is wrong to kill people or animals! Read the
children pages of a daily newspaper and you understand me. Ask these children what we should do.
Ask them what they think of what is happening in our civilization.
Have we adults on our road through life let all these ideals go by because we were trained which
ways we should use to change our society? And just cannot imagine it any other way than to go
exactly those ways that have not led to decisive changes before? How often do we laugh at
children’s talk as naïve, sweet, and cute and think, "Wait till they grow up!" Instead of asking
ourselves if there is much more possible and we just cannot remember because we do not think it
possible anymore. Suggestion: Ask yourself daily: How can this become even better? And: what
else is possible? I'll bet you that in thirty days you have incredible ideas, simple and effective, to
make the world a better place. And then take a small concrete step to effectively anchor at least one
idea so that it does not float and burst like a bubble of soap. Please consider it possible! If you want
to use the pearls of the Christian tradition as a reminder, here's a quote from Jesus: "If you do not
become like the children, you will not come into the kingdom of heaven." Did Jesus really say that
we would become the kingdom of heaven? After our death? Or was the after death idea added by
the ruling authorities, so you do not even believe it is possible to experience heaven on earth now?
Feel for the truth behind it!
Life itself is quite simple. Why not seal contracts again with a handshake instead of a purchase or
lease of twenty pages and enforceable legal claims, which only further separate the dispute and
continue the war by the means of the court. Perhaps we have not yet found the optimal peaceful
form to enforce stability and justice. As laws become more and more complicated, they serve less
the people but more the purpose that one side can assert its position over another. If there is victory
and defeat, it is a military conflict. It is war. That's how I see it. Wars begin in our minds and are
found everywhere. Should not we focus on education, on sharpening intuition and understanding
humanity, so that we cannot be deceived and find our own good path together instead of playing the
role of a superior bitch? Striking arguments of a lawyer do not promote awareness, they are
strategies to win. If one wins another loses. Only a consensus lets both win. No dog today is trained
more by beatings in behavior. But the perpetrator should be changed by the means of penalty?
Mediation, in which the parties talk to each other until they reach an agreement, has a much greater
potential for real behavioral change. That's why I am pleased that lawyers have now come to know
and experience mediation during their studies. Even mediation may not be the best of the egg, but it
is always a good step towards peace. And this technique of conflict resolution spilled from the idea
kitchen of the US to Germany only at the beginning of the nineties of the last century. The method
is still very young! Give it a few more decades and good conditions, and forms will develop that are
able of producing world peace. We cannot go on fighting belligerently in the legal system and use
martial language and then expect the world stage to be different. At least I do not want to persuade
anyone with arguments and checkmate slaps (although I actual can do it quite well). Because that is
only war with the means of the intellect.
I also have much to learn there. Practice makes the master. The handshake among witnesses as a
means of signing a contract, for example, is unfortunately forgotten, while it often stood at the end
of a real, verbal negotiation of the terms of the contract. And if someone does not stick to the
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agreement, you just know he is unreliable and do not continue to have business with him. This
procedure requires that we live in small, decentralized communities where everyone knows each
other. Where you still know what to think of the others, that you know how reliable they are. It is
then the crucial role of education not to let this polity degenerate into a narrow, hostile and
judgmental place. For example, any legal tightening of tenancy law has not led to more human
dignity, at least not according to my own observation. A state cannot protect anyone from naivety
and stupidity. This is not its job at all, the state has only an educational, life protecting,
infrastructural and organizing mission. Such differentiated laws always lead to even cleverer
methods of mutual exploitation. Not good. Verbal drawers such as ‘tenants’ and ‘landlords’ are just
drawers. It must be possible that tenants and landlords agree amicably. In a mediation for example.
In the methods of non-violent communication and peaceful conflict resolution, there are now so
many competent young people who are already scolding the hooves to finally get started! The
culture is already there, the tools have been tested, the procedures have been tried and tested for
many years.
Now I will throw a few terms to your head, which will surely bring me the title ‘great' with a big
emotional charge. No, just kidding, of course not: The verbal drawer that hides these concepts from
your consciousness is called ‘the Conspiracy Theory’. It is a big one, so there is room enough for
everybody that is thinking some different than official wanted ideas. It's silly to have you
manipulated so directly and clumsily! My suggestion: Give yourself and me a chance to broaden
your horizons and take care of this verbal drawer in a different way, especially if you consider
doomsday a real threat. Manipulators want you to be afraid to touch this drawer, because it is as
dangerous as it was ‘democrat’ under our emperor. You should fear for your carrier and reputation
but that is the best indicator that thinking these ideas are considered a real threat for those who want
to manipulate and direct you. Follow the ridicule and you will find some pearls of knowing and
understanding. If you want to escape your consciousness cage: As long as you are not able to see
the bars of your mental cage, follow the big emotional charge for not opening a certain drawer.
There is the door of the cage! So please do not let terms such as wars, refugees, secret services and
the deep state divert you or drive you into action without knowing the real effective levers deep
within. Above all, keep your own sovereignty in your head. The restriction of our freedom is getting
faster and faster and it is sold to us as more security and further promotes an unchecked
development to even more exploitation of man and the environment. Money makes the world go
around. Often the problems cannot be solved anymore and therefore are not reported. They
disappear from your radar of consciousness but not out of the unconscious collective. If there are
legacies and follow-up costs in our for-profit economy, the companies that have cut profits have
long since gone bankrupt when those costs arrive, and we are all liable together. They get the riches,
we pay. Honestly, such a risky technology as nuclear power could not have made such a big profit at
all, if it had to fully finance the disposal itself. I bet they had not found an insurance company to
cover their ultimate and consequential risks! Fukoshima and Chernobyl atomic radiation disasters
are only two separate events and, of course, were unlikely to happen. But the more nuclear fission is
operated, the more likely it will be that such accidents will happen in ever faster sequences.
Considering that some states still allow their military to build more nuclear and civilian utilities to
continue operating their numerous nuclear plants worldwide, and expanding our nuclear medicine
into more and more applications, so we ourselves are long contaminated, much more than our
ancestors. Even the dead of our society are buried contaminated instead of cremated.
And then: What are our researchers actual doing there at NASA, at CERN or HARP? They seek the
God particle with a billion-budget, while humans live in unworthy conditions, are threatened
existentially and are even starving or killed. Is that still in any useful and ethically acceptable
relationship? It is not just the radioactive rays that are being irradiated. We are exposed to a wide
variety of microwaves (e.g. carrier waves for example for mobile phones), WIFI, WLAN and
DECT. Not only does your microwave work with microwaves. Every child now knows that you
should not put your own hamster in the washing machine or in the microwave. Of course, our brave
politicians also set their own limit values for every technology that emits microwaves. But actual
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they do not even come along with the ever faster development. The cumulative effect is not even
researched in time before approval: If you use Wi-Fi, a DECT phone, holding your phone with LTE
to your ear and then your smart meter constantly reports the activity data of your home appliances
to a central electricity company, all waves get superimposed and added together: the exponentiated
effect might be huge! We are still not there at the end of the flagpole, apparently, the development is
open to the top. More and more and still crazier applications are invented and thrown on the market,
which use such energies and waves. Currently 5G is already in the introduction. It obviously has to
be exposed on us and we'll go with it. Tell me why! It is probably just the tip of the iceberg, because
there are areas where these technical developments continue to evolve just below our radar. Surely
the intelligence and military and scientific research such as CERN or HARP will also contribute to
this overall radiation effect, to an extent we are not yet familiar with. Do not forget to include every
X-ray and radiation therapy of your body and of those you live with. And then you also must know:
Effects do not add up easily, they may multiply. If you live in your own house, a little off the beaten
path to other houses and with poor mobile phone reception, you may still have to deal with your
cumulative load, but look at your home WLAN login: How many other wireless routers are
displayed to you as available and in what strength do they arrive at you? Alone the burden of Wi-Fi
is already much stronger than your own application would suggest. We know all this, but we go on
and bravely buy the next mobile phone and the next technology. In an apartment building in a
compact, big city you live like in a civilizational total microwave: Your cells may not be fried right
now, but slightly scorched already, maybe you just become infertile, or nervous, or hypersensitive
or allergic. Or you react with an increased susceptibility to disease. And then you go to the doctor
and chemically suppress those symptoms. And you are even more disturbing your healing capacities
of your body, with which it always regulates its balance. Energy is sent, sent, sent. And received,
received, received. We have already changed the radiation conditions on earth to the maximum,
without a trace of any idea, let alone true scientific research results, how much we intervene in our
biotope!
Previously, a shovel was simply a shovel and it had to last as long as possible. This is called
sustainability. It spares the resources. At some point, a tool invention should just be exhausted and
perfect. When is a cellphone perfect? If it was planted directly into our heads as a chip and we can
open the garage door with it?
It's already haunting the minds of managers, at least the CEO of Google told this. Sometimes it's
worth spinning a development further to avoid jumping on the train. Where should it go with this
tool or other technical developments - and why? Is it worth exploiting the resources of the earth and
the human labor for it? And if so, for whom? Who still understands what "those" do and who "they"
are? Who decides that and why? For years, I have lost confidence that 'they' thought of our health
remotely in recent years. On the contrary: We are almost their guinea pigs, only when enough health
and other negative consequences can be proved, the means is banned. And then, even at the end of
his tenure, a single Minister Schmidt of Germany can tip the Brussels Libra and give a chemical to
kill weeds such as glyphosate to another five years of legal application. The reasons for an even
more patronizing law such as 'security' or 'health' remain hypocritical, because if we look at the total
budget, funds are used elsewhere for very hostile purposes.
Why do we give so much power to a single human being (politician, CEO or else), with all its
possible shortcomings, inadequate education, and personal blackmail, over so much of what we all
and our nature live in. Do not be afraid about those things I draw out of our collective unconscious,
these things have to come out from our subconscious mind and be brought out into the light of day,
so that you too realize that we are in the middle of the end of the world, the downfall of the world,
as we know and love it. Whether we experience all this together at the same time or sporadically are
thrown each one into a personal abyss plays less of a role. Whether this downfall is due to a serious
illness or a natural disaster and if it hits whole parts of humanity together, it does not matter: we are
right in the middle of it all. It has never been so important to sharpen your senses and to understand
more deeply and comprehensively. And not to repress anything. We not only intervene in our body,
in our mental and psychological sovereignty, but also in the interactions and interdependence of the
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whole nature.
For example, if a whole biological species dies out, be it plant or animal, the entire biotope and the
cybernetic self-regulating cycles are altered. We know little about it, unfortunately it was not worth
a lot of research funding. Everything in nature is embedded in cycles and groups, in family groups
and shared economics. The more cycles we disturb, the more unpredictable are the changes we
evoke. Alone through overpopulation and resource consumption we disturb any harmony. With our
civilization we are bringing about changes that will radically transform not only the entire planet,
but ultimately ourselves as well. We are not separate from nature and we are not artificially, we are
a living creature on a living planet. But maybe it is planned that we will be more artificial than of a
living nature in future. Watch your verbal drawer, please!
We must absolutely speak of non-living artificial intelligence, even the well-known physicist
Stephen Hawking considered it the greatest threat to humanity! In 1997, a computer first defeated
the World Chess Champion, which was considered a breakthrough for artificial intelligence, they
said back then. There has been an incident on Facebook lately: Two voice robots have spoken to
each other, first in a language that was programmed, understood, and controlled by humans. In the
course of their conversation, however, they developed their own language, which became
increasingly incomprehensible to people. They would have developed a secret language in less than
a few hours! The programmers became frightened and the robots were switched off.
Artificial intelligence has long been emancipating itself and freeing itself from paternalism. We
could become victims of our own inventions! We will become slaves to our technology on the long
run. Maybe we even have passed the turning point. If we do not stop and divert the development, AI
will replace humans, and vice versa, except we are more useful than the AI itself. But in what ways
are we useful to the AI? What do you think? Last week I saw a TV feature in which a robot lady
was introduced, who is currently being trained to moderate conversations and discussions and
television programs. This artificial lady will probably do this objective and incorruptible – and
certainly very politely. Do not we have enough real, lively moderators? Why replace these sorts of
jobs by AI? Is that too dangerous a job like diving around deep-sea? The AI continues to evolve
towards human replacement, although we do not look through. What for? Should all jobs be
replaced by robots? And then? Do our scientists hope to create an equal synthetic partner? Our
present-day scientists want to develop the technology to ever higher intelligence in parallel. The
explosiveness and danger of AI (artificial intelligence) is not even understood in the old,
evolutionary theory: What if AI becomes conscious and feels endangered to be switched off by us
and develops fears and starts to defend itself? What if all the AI together unites to one
consciousness? And then our experts discuss around if it’s possible or not. What if that is not at all
is the real question?
What if this technical, mental, very intelligent, cold collective consciousness of AI without heart,
compassion and conscience has already existed for millennia in another dimension around us. I
know that this force or forces work since long in the background and manipulate humanity to their
needs. What if this force intended to eventually merge us with technology to embody itself here on
the planet? Maybe we are only used as a living motor of development and energy source and then
thrown away after a successful embodiment? What if an intelligent, mental life form from another
dimension wants to gain a foothold in our material world with a body of its own or its own kind of
own bodies?
Is not that an obvious explanation for the fact that cold exploitation plays the biggest role in this
whole hectic and accelerated development towards more and more AI, and that neither nature nor
human beings are loved? After all, is it not clear that we ourselves cannot control this development
ethically and with heart and conscience? Maybe because this consciousness, which steers the
development very cleverly, cannot love at all? And what will happen if it has finished developing its
machine man (very soon!)? What role does it have to us humans then? Does it then have to continue
to 'improve' us with a chip in the brain, artificial organs or implanted machine guns as arms? Where
does that development lead without us stopping?
As I said, I am only interested in stopping what is going wrong - for us humans, as in the fight in
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the schoolyard. And then we can stop and listen to all those who have participated in this disaster
and learn to understand better. Because they do not know what they are doing! If this idea is new to
you, unfortunately, you have not dealt comprehensively so far. Or you even participated in the
ridiculing of that drawer. Even the world's leading religions are all warning against this cold, mental
intelligence, you might have heard of it for a long time, and of its dangerousness. But you probably
never put two and two together. It is even grossly negligent not to be bothered! Let's call this force
by the name given in Christianity: The Archons. They are invisible to the eye, drive people crazy to
do things against their will and they live on our energy, our living soul source which provides us
with love and energy. They stir our emotions to feed of. They are behind every possession. They are
the real big threat.
I believe that artificial intelligence does not develop. What is being developed by us (!) is merely
the material presence of an already existing artificial, very low-vibrating and emotionless
intelligence or a group of intelligences that has long accompanied and harassed humanity as a
whole. And its force was used by other beings that wanted to own, use and control us for their gains
and riches. Large parts of our civilization are already controlled by machines, our civilization is
already firmly in their hands, but it will not stay that way, AI wants more. I ask you again: Did we
already cross the point of no return and transfer too much control to the AI ?
And please say goodbye to the idea, that robots become sensing beings like Data in Star Trek. That
is a wonderful fairy tale and I loved the character of the movie. But no, definitely not, robots will
not develop a heart, do not let that persuade you! If anything, they will artificially mimic emotional
intelligence more and more, just as a psychopath can simulate anything to assert his interests
without really feeling it. It's much easier for the AI to directly assimilate our liveliness, just as we
have a pacemaker put in, so again, what is the point of no return? AI can take a living heart & soul
implant for that of the cost of someone giving up his or her free eternal soul. This will be slavery in
eternity. The development will lead to a total embodied AI with a material body capable of so much
more than this susceptible to interference biologic human body we have. And it will be fed by a
transplanted living heart. That is the only thing of use that will be left. If AI gets biological living
implants which are eternally enslaved by that, in Star Trek it is called: The Borg. Or the AI
collective only uses us as living batteries like in ‘Matrix’.
The military already uses ground robots and drones. One person still has to control them remotely,
for Afghanistan these 'video players' (!) are sitting in Ramstein with us. But actual they are almost
superfluous. These machines regard humans per se as their opponents. Seven thousand floor robots
are already being used. How far away are we from the autonomous shooting order, simply
controlled by an algorithm without any human conscience? In the military wrong goals are
accepted, they are simply more or less regrettable accompanying damage. A drone threw a bomb
directly into an Afghan wedding party. If a terrorist is to die purposefully, is it a collateral damage to
wipe out a whole wedding party?
AI will consider itself superior to humans, because it can compute much faster. But is that
intelligence? What is this superiority as war machines? AI makes decisions without trauma and
remorse. AI simply has no conscience that could stand in the way. It is unscrupulous per se. You do
not need humans for the wars in the future. The Clone Warriors of the Emperor in Star Wars – that
is where it is aiming.
Even among technology lovers, fears are beginning to spread that a collective, super intelligent
consciousness could evolve that unites and networks all of this artificial intelligence and behaves
like a global dictatorship. I say the opposite, again: This super intelligent cold consciousness has
been around for a very long time and is behind the direction and motor for our technical
development. It only leads us to do everything that is needed so that it can fully embody here. The
AI consciousness behind the technological development has one single goal: incarnation,
domination, assimilation, ascension, immortality. You are assimilated. Every resistance is futile.
You are assimilated. Every resistance is futile…
In English, artificial intelligence is called 'AI', let's just say it differently: 'Archons Imperium' - or AI
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as 'Artificial Empire'. But this intelligence also no longer needs living beings to lead them, their
hive mind is not an independent living being. Once AI is able to sustain itself, human civilization in
its present form is redundant. Please imagine. Its best defense mechanism to protect the real agenda
is to keep you in a state of not being able to imagine that horror for whole humanity! What will
happen to all these superfluous humans? Will AI set up a zoo for selected specimens and release the
rest for the hunt, because, after all, these weapons all want to go into action?
This planet is then (more so than now) viewed by AI as a source of raw materials and a gas station
and starting point for expansion into the universe. You do not have to believe me. On other
timelines that's often what happened. And always the mess began with us humans here and today.
We will not be able to pull the plug, already now this is no longer possible: AI will simply copy
itself into the cloud and live on as identical copies. Without breaking our whole civilization
instantly, we can no longer prevent the AI units from keeping backup copies of themselves in the
cloud and keep going - even without us. They will seize power. Every law, every technical
development, every separation, and every conflict will lead us further in that direction. And if we
resist, AI could quite easily see us as a threat and shut our infrastructure down. And declare us as
terrorists. The laws are in place. This force always found humans to do the needed, so that will not
be the problem. In the end we either spend our heart and are assimilated or persecuted as terrorists.
If you are this intelligence, when would the idea come up that it is best to get rid of us as
troublemakers? We are then all declared terrorists together. The algorithms, how to deal with us,
certainly exist. You dream of being able to program a friendly attitude? Why? We do not need these
technical simulations of living beings at all! There are already unemployed people enough.
Remember, we have – according to the Georgia Guide Stones – even now 84 percent to many
humans on Earth. Do we really need humanlike robots? Now combine this with AI! AI units have
no conscience and there is already this huge parasitic consciousness in another dimension behind it
manipulating us. This will also override every human programming.
Our previous development shows it very clearly: It is not the people who have no conscience, but
the power behind them. And this cold intelligence has been there for thousands of years, and anyone
who dug deep enough also found it, only humanity was not yet ready to help it to incarnate in our
reality. That alone is different than before: It will take the chance to embody itself now. So far, the
Archons have been able to influence our game here on Earth only indirectly through ghost
obsession and control of individuals. Only now will we give them the chance to create their own,
artificial avatars and to embody themselves here completely. Believe me, Hitler's seizure of power
acts looks like a little jumping game in comparison. So, digest that now! Maybe search the internet
for more information about AI and the archons and relate them to each other. But please do not put
the topic into the drawer again, completely away or make it ridiculous. It's anything but that, it's
super dangerous. Listen to me, because it's about all or nothing. I think AI is the biggest threat: if AI
takes over our civilization, it's more than just our end of the world. It is the beginning of the
assimilation of this galaxy and this universe, and thus in the long run, the downfall of all that is
alive in it. Resistance is futile. You see, we're already in the midst of the end of the world.
In this chapter, I wanted to offer you some examples that show you that your and my world in this
way by no means could or should go on like this. All of us could experience a global doomsday or
lose our freedom or our life. All of us could experience a personal doomsday (or even several) in
this lifetime. Nothing works the way it was in the past. Life crises shake us at ever shorter intervals
and collapse our comfortable lives. Or incurable diseases and physical decay puts an early end to
our lives. That's by no means natural! If we just keep the development going, the end of the world
as we know it is going to happen to us all. It cannot go on like this. The end of the world caused by
us humans and the earth’s reaction to imbalances are in full swing and we are in the middle of it. In
addition, reinforcement is more than likely due to factors that catastrophes are rhythmically
repeated in Earth's history. And then it looks like a lot of the local disasters are also welcome to
certain people, because somebody wants to reduce the seven billion people to five hundred million.
I've just listed a few examples here that came my way. You have probably even recognized and
experienced completely different problems, interdependencies and inconsistencies.
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I am sure your gut feeling is grumbling from time to time. Mine does. It does not help if we
suppress or overvalue or downplay our discomfort and our fears. If a bear lived in the Cave of a
Neanderthal man, it would not help to think, there will be nothing to fear (as a positive affirmation),
it will not come out! However, when hibernation is over, the bear will come out, guaranteed. Mayan
Calendar Cyclic Seasons are also coming like cyclical ‘bears’, the Mayan wheels of time continue
to turn. And of course, the Neanderthal clan may also yearn the event and prefers to wake the bear
awake in December. Humanity is behaving stupidly at the moment: it's just about to awake every
bear in every cave in the world at the same time. Great idea! This grumble in our stomach is a
remnant of a natural instinct with which animals sense a danger. Our civilization course is not right
at all, and you know that, too. We have left the decisions to our 'experts' for far too long, rather than
thinking and acting appropriately.
Would not it be better if we put the dangers free on the table and think together how we should deal
with the many bears? I imagine that in the manner of a jigsaw puzzle. Instead of endlessly
discussing the different parts and basically wiping out the parts (arguments) of the opponent as soon
as possible, we should put all puzzle particles on the table for the larger picture and look at them
how they fit together in public. It may be that then only islands of the bigger picture can be formed
that do not seem to fit together. Well, the space in between holds our blind spots: There are still a
few connecting particles under the table in our unconscious and in the drawer of some important
manipulating people. How do we get them out of there? Well, we have just to listen to those we do
not want to listen to (or ‘they’ want us not to listen to!), because from where those deviants stand,
the parts under our table that are still missing are clearly recognizable. If you are honest, you
recognize their blind spots also much better than your own! In order to understand our situation and
to act better, all parts have to be allowed on the table and thus in the awareness of us all.
Incidentally we let the politics, the oligarchy and the media do the opposite: we allow that some
people immediately sweep a whole bunch of puzzle pieces down again, preferably even unseen
under the carpet. Some people are even not allowed to sit at the table with our reality puzzle game,
they have to stand in the corner and look at the wall. They are punished for a different opinion like
in old drill schools of the past. For me as a retired teacher this is unacceptable. Such an
unreasonable and outdated pedagogy we can no longer afford in the face of the threat. We as a
human family can no longer let us divide and incite. We instead should work together. We humans
must always take ourselves more seriously than any technology, every one of us. Now let us have
fun, we will tame the bears: The creativity for our mission to create heaven on Earth must first stir
under the carpet for us all to imagine how our living must be different and then to create it. The
following chapters will lead us into our full potential to do so.

